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A Note .from the Editor. .

What is the purposeof .M.E.? In Volume 1, the first editor, Fred

Weaver, stated the purp se-when the journal originated as an occasional;

in-house'publication or SMSG:

The Advisory BoarcWof the School Mathematics Study
Group. lielles that knowledge of the results of research

in hematiCseducatiOn can be helpftil and should be

use in the deyelopmentpof prOgrams for the improvement

1 o mathematics education. The purpose of this journar
s to make such knowledge more readily available to all

those involved in SMWactivities.

When IC/SMEAC assumed responsibility for the4ournaI (with Volume 5),

thi- purpose was reiterated, with acknowledgement that its usefulness

tends beyond the.bounds of,any single curriculum,development.project.

The dual task of providing abstracts plus opportunity for comments

by the abstracter has remainedthe focus of I.M.E. In-the process oPi

selecting articles, the editors (including the present onerhave

at times selected research reports about*which,,further information or

'_discussion was perhaps unwarranted -- yet the'atistracter's comments

might help other investigators to develop more meaningful studies. each

editor has tried to stay within the original intent of T.M.E. in select-
,

ing reports to be,reviewed:

1. The report must be readily available toarly896, whowishes to
z

read it.

. The report must make clear-the purpose.-of the-investigation
which_Should.be concerned directly with,'orchave definite
implications-for, one or .more of the following (independently,

or interactingly):

a. the mathematics or mathematics education Program: its
content, organization, etc.;

*
b. the learner;

c. the teacher;

d. instiuctional'methods, materials, activities, and
environment;*

e. organization for implementing instruction;

f. cultural, demographic, etc. variables.

[* within the context of mathemaeWcs or mathematics 'education]

3. The repoit must include some information pertaining to the
.researcresign and procedure for the investigation, and to
its scope and delimitations (which may range-anywhere -from the

*
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preschool level-throukh grade 16, or may be at the pre -.or
in-service level if concerned with teacgar education).

4. The report must include some degree of objective evidence from
observed findings In support Of.conclusionS or inferences or
implications drawn from the investigations.

The editors have dOne-a minimum Of "pre-evaluation",beyond these

criteria: it is the abstracter's fUnctiqn to make evaluative comments L-
.

both positive and negative on the study. I.M.E. does not, and

never has,, published articles, as tine reviewer in this issue suggests..

I.M.E. simply calls reports to the attention of the mathedatics education

auclence., Some of; these reportsare of imporranCe becauseof their

n .potential implications;*others patently may have less,potential for impact.

ROOrts are included for a variety of reason., I.M.E. -seeks to have-

mathematics educators (and others) consider both the strengths and the

weaknesseS of research.reports in order:to help others.in(1) designing

further research, (2). developing*curriculum, and (3) planning instruction.

Thus, the abstracter's comments may provide '!one person's opini "'

of the-drucialityof the igcus and implications of a study, as well

reactions and. suggestions which call attention to /particular aspeCts.

of the design. ..Carrying Out school-based research is fraught-with,

difficulties in terms of ap lying "research par digms. (for instance, the

difficulty of securing random samples is well/known); how well researchers
/

have succeeded in uncovering findings whil. ha implications for further

research and for practice is worthy of ncite.

jP" 7
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INVESTIGATIONS IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

. ..;)
.

'Autumn 1978

-Th./
,af Ekenstam, Adolf,.. On.Children's Quantitative Ijnderstanding

of Numbers. Educational' Studies In Mathematics, v8,.

pp317-332, October 1977. ,

-
Abstracted by KENNETH J. TRAVERS

Bourgeois, Roger; Ne son, Doyal. Young Children's Behavior.

in Solving Div ion Problems. Alberta Journal"of
Educational Research, v23, pp178-185, September 1977,

Abstracted by ROBEAT'E. REYSAND. BARBARA J BESTGEN .
:

5
: .

Eastman, Phillip M.;' Behr, MerlynJ. Ihter tion Between
,

Structure of Intellect'Factorsand Two thods of
Presenting Coqceptsof Logic._ Journal fo Research in
Mathematics..Education, v.8 n5, pp3794381, Noveiber 1977.

Abstracted by J. LARRY MARTIN

'Estadt, Gary J.; Willower, Donald J.; Caldwell, William E.
School Principals' Role. Administration Beha ior and
Teachers' Pupil ComtrOl Behavior: A Test o the.

Domino Theory. Contemporary Education, v47 n4, pp207-
212, Summer 1976.

Abstracted by THOMAS E. ROWAN

.Fraser, Barry J.; Koop, nthony, J. Telchers' Opinions About

Some Teaching Material Involving. History of Mathematics.
Journal of-Aathematical Education in Science and
Technology, v9 n2, pp147-151, May 1978.

Abstracted by DOUGLAS T. OWENS

P
10

13,
,w

Gilbert, Charles D. A Study of the Interrelationship of
Zactors. Affecting Sixth Grade Students in Respect to
' Mathematics. School Science and Mathematics, v77i.
pp489-494,.October 1977,.

-Abstracted by ELIZABETH FENNEMA 16

Hollander, Sheila K. The Effect of Questioning on the
Soluthon of'Verbal Arithmetic Problems. School..
Science and Mathematics, v77'n8, 14;659-661, December
.- Abstracted by LEN PIKAART

1977. ,

,

HurIkler, RIchard. The RelationIhil Between a Sixth-grade
Student's. Ability to Predict Success in Solving
.Coripufational and Statement-Problems and His Mathe-
matics Achievement and Attitude. School- Science and

Mathematics, v77 n6, pp461-468, October 1977.
Abstracted by -ROLAND F. GRAY

tip
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johnson,Martin.L. The Eff t of Premise Order on the
Making of Transitive I renCes by'First and.Second
Grade' Children. Schoo Science and Mathematics, v77'.
n5; pp429 -433, May-June 1977.

Abstracted by THEODORE EI$ENBERG

Karplus, Rober and Others*. A Survey of.Proportional

. .. 24

t.

Reasoning and Control'Of Variables in Seven Countries.
Journal of Research in.Scientqa Teaching, v14 n5, Pp411-
417., 1977.

, .Abstracted by JAMES HiRSTEtN 27

Keim- Abbott, Sylvia; Abbott, Robert. Moderation'of Achieve
ment Prediction in an'Elements.ry School Metric Curriculum
by Trait X.Instructional Method Iiteractions. Educational
'andjsychological Measurement, v37, pp481-486, Summer 1977.

Abstracted by JOHN C..P4TERSON 31

Kulm, Gerald.- The Effects of Two Summative Evaluation Methods .

11- 1

on Achievement end.Attitudes in IndividualizedSeventh
Grade MathemaOts. School Science and Mathematics, v77
np, pp639-64.7, December 1977.

. Abstracted by W. GEORGE CATHCART

Sekular,-Robert; Mierkiewidt, Diane. .C1iildren's 'Judgments.

of Numerical Inequality. Child Development; v48, pp630 7
633, June 107

-Abstracted-by GERALD KULM ,.

'Shannon, A. G.; Sleet, R. J. Staff and-Student Expectations
of Some Lndergtaduate Mathematics Courses, International
Journal of Mathematical Education-in Science and Technology,
v9 n2, yp239-247,'.May 1978.

' Abstracted by'GERALD D. BRAZIER 41

t
Sovcbik, Robert: An Anaiysis.of_fognitive Achievement in.a

Number SyStems'CoursefOr Prospective Elementary School
. Teachers., School Scienceand'Mathematics,v77, pp'66 -70,

January 1977. t
Abstracted by FRANK F. kATTHEa

Stephens,' Larry J. The Effect Of the Clas4Evaluation Method'
r

onLearning in.Certain Mathematics Courses:. International
Journa'of;Mathematical EduCationin'Science and Technology,
-v8, pp477 -4]9, November 1971.

Abstracted by F. JOE CROSSWHITE

t

a

9
Uprichard, A. Edward; Collura, Carolyn. Ttie-Effect of

EmphasizingsMathematicalStructu?e in the Acquisition -

of Whole'Number'Computational Skills (Addition' ands
Subtragtior) by Seven- and Eight-year:Olds:. A Clinical

Investigation. School Science and Mathematics, v77 n2,
pp,97-104, February 1977.

Abstlacted by WILLIAM14. FITZGERith

r
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eleissg s Julian. hematics for Elementary Teaching;
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t

A mall-grOup Laboratory Approach. American mathe4,

m tidal Monthly, v84, pp377-362,,May 1977.
Abstracted by. JOHN G. HARVEY . P 51.

tAl atley, Gray on; McHugh, Daniel 0: A Comparison of

6 Two Metho of Column Addition for Pupils at Three
Grade Leve Journal for Research in Mathematics
Education, v8 n5, pp376 -37$, Novembek 1977.

Abstracted by WERNER LIEDTKE 5,4

Mathematics Education Research Studies Reporped in Journals
As Indexed by,Current-Index to Journals in Eduta{tion 4
(July -3 September.1978) .,-./. .

Mathematics Education Reparch Studies Re'Ported in Resources.
in Education (July - September . . .... ..
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ON-CHILDREN'S QUANTITATIVE UNDERSTANDING OF NUMBERS:. af.Ekenstam,
Adolf. .Educational Studies in k.4.thrmatics,.v8;. pp3177332, October 1977.

t

Expanded Absttact and Analysis Prepared Especially.for I.M.E. by
Kenneth.I.Travers, University of Illinoitat Urbana

1. Purpose

This study seeks to contribute to knoWledge of children's undet-
,.

standings of quantitative aspects.of.decimaland commonfractiOns. An

investigation was made of-difficulties.,encountered by Students, the
frequency of such difficulties, and the'development of mathematical.

' understanding with age.

Z.
.

Rationale
''.

,

The.investigatiou claims to be in the tradition,of'the National
Longitudinal Study.of Mathematical Abilities XNLSMA), in:which there was
an 'attempt to relate a wide variety of measures, (attitudes, kind .of

curriculum, teaChet background, and so,forth) to concept development.

.The'present study intesfled to explore limited asPeCtsof,students.' under
standings. in snore detail.. What is teported here is "pbbeeviated ,

version7Of a study carried out in schools imSweden and reported in 1975

(td Swedish).

3. Research Design and Procedures

'Thestudy had two components: decimal fractions and common fractions':

The investigation of decimals was carried out in-Classes at the, sixth,'

seventh, and
-ninth levels (ages 13, 14 and 16 years, respectively).,.A

written test was :employed in which students were not required.to perform
calculations, but rather to circle a response requiring the comparison of

quantities or determining betweenness.
2

.
The part of the study dealing with common fractionawag a follpw-up.

to the decimal study, and involved about the..same number, -of Ss as before,.

but at.a year-later level (8.nud 10,only). The instrumentation was of

the, same type as Used tor deCimels%

Students Were sampled from both the special. class (S), which enrolls
the.more able students; and., the geneial ClaSS '(G), which - involved the

The researcher reports that in Swedish schools fractions and
calculations with fractions are discussed mainly in'the eighth level.

In the decimal component of -the /stigdY, the test Consistedof three

types of items: (1) Which of the following numbets in the liSt is the

smallest? (2). Which of.the following ig the largest? '(3) Which of the

following is the closest to the given Humber? (Items involving natural

numbers and decimal expressions were included.)
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When dealing,with common fractions, questions,ofthe following sort -'
were asked: (1) Findthe lat,gest number if: (a) denominators are..the
same, .(b) the numerators are the same, (c) both denominator add numerator .
are natural numbers between 1 and 9, (d) one or the fractiOns differs

cOnsiderably from the others. (2) Find the smallest number-given the

Same four cases as above. (3) Mark'a point on the number line cortes-,

ponding to.a given point. .(4) Decide whether .a given fraction is greater

or smaller han 1.

The total time allocations were under 20 minuted for the decimal'
questions and less than 5 minutes for the fraction questions., with most
tudents reported as having adequate time to respond.

4. Findings

The .findings are reported: and discussed at the'item level. F values
(proportions passing) for each Item are given in aOpendiCes ta.the:artiqle
by class .(special or general) and -grade bevel.

4.1 Decimal Component

Only the.results from the general classes'are discussed; since the

special class students found the items too easy. In;questions requiring
students to Identify a number closest in value to a gIvennumber, thee).
question, was found to be%easier if the first digits were the same.:,
.Understanding the quantity represented by decimals.°Seemed to,be. etter
if the numberd.comp had the-same number of digits and worse if the

numbers involved had an unequal number of digits. For example, t e

Which of the following is the smallest?

0.87 0.86 1.09 1.05 .98 (p = 0.79)

was,,as .the p value reported in parentheses shows, found to be,easier

than this item:

'Which of the follOwing. s the smallest?:

.0.0901 0.802 0.370 0.064 0.505. (p = 0..53)

It was also reported. that, overall,thesiudents in the level 6
special class (6S) 'scored higher on'the t4t0 than the 7G and 9G students.'
The author states that about 15.percent of the pupils in 7G and 9G "Seemed

to -have great problems In understanding the quantitative value in numbers"

(p. 322).

4.2 Fractions

Deciding' which fraction is the greatest was found to be easier for
the students if the denominators were the same, and more difficultIf the
numerators were the same. Equating_a fraction with a decimal, by requiring
the student' to find the point of a number line marked in decimals cotres-
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ponding to given common fractiohs, was accomplished by fewer than one -

half of the 8G students.

No sex differences were identified in the project.

5. Interpretations

The author concludes that about 5 percent of the pupils in levels
7 through 9 did not seem to have grasped ideas of using decimals. Another

5 to 10 percent had "indistinct ideas" about the quantitative value.of
decimalhuibers., Similarly, many students in level 8 lacked understanding

quantitative vof quantitative values of fractions.

The author elk) comments that many of the problems identified in.
the study are of importance to teachers of slow learners. For example,

many students are not able to.judge the reasonableness of a result. ,The

author goes'on to speculate that in view of the present concern of mathe-
matics educators for educating the masses,. the problems discussed in his
research should'be of particular interest.'

Critical Commentary

The style of this re)aearch,is an attempt to:address instructional
problems in a direct manner,:avoiding,.as the author puts it, "a huge
statistical apparatus in which the results of small interesting groups
are lost." Such a thrust is commendable': Performande ;of narrowly defined

groups of students on individual. items can be (extremely informative as the
analyses and reporting in the' mathematics phases' of the National Assessment
of EduCational Progress in the United States havedetonstrated. _However,'
this reviewer would have preferred a minor concession in the interests of
psychometrics, that of reporting standard deviations as well as means when
reporting numbers of correct responses. :For example,.the author. reports
that'on the decimal test"the students in 6S had a better result than
those in.7G and 9G"; the means are:

9G 7G 6S

27.5 26.2 29.5

But in the absence of information about the variation in correct responses, :

we have no knowledge about expected variation in the population means, and

of the.confidencewith which we might generalize beyond these samples
(which., apparently, the 'researcher would like to be.able to do).

.
A more important paint, however, has to do with the methodology in its

broad sense. That'is,'this reviewer wonders whether through-the procedures
used here,(pencil-and ,paper tests'with relatively large numbers of students);

the.kindaof questions in which the researcher, is interested can be effec-

.-tively addressed. If one wants to find detailed information about
conceptions, it would seem that small-scale, -clinical observations Would

provide richer data. The work by'Erlwanger (1973), for example, which''
.involved clinical interviews and analysis of videotapes, found students
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whd obtained high marks by conventional otiteria. (number of'units
paSsed, 80 percent or more correct responses, and so on), but who
exhibited through interviews little understanding of the concepts of
decimal and common fractions. For one student, conversion from common
fraCtions into decimals involved a rather elegant algorithm which
included finding the sum of the numerator and denominator and then
deciding on the position:of the decimal point from the result obtained
(Eriwanger, pdte 8); .

This reviewer believes that a significant attack on such a-diffuse
.and complex problem as that of teachink mathematics ".to the masses" will
require diverse models and modes of research, and regards the Swedish
work as, representing an important avenue of investigation to pursue.

References
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YOUNG CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOR IN SOLVING DIVISION PROBLEMS. Bourgeois,

Roger; Nelson, Doyal. Alberta Journal of Educational Research, v23,

pp178-185, September 1977.
a

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by.
Robert E. Reysand Barbara J. Bestgen, University of Missouri.

1. Purpose'

The purpose of this study was to investigate the behavior of "

young children as they attempted to solve two division problems, one

a measurement task and the other a partitive task where a concrete

model representing the p oblem situation was provided for the child

to manipulate.

2. Rationale

Little is known about the material and methods necessary for g

developing appropriate problem-solving activities for .young children[.
Knowledge is clearly lacking to predict how young children 41.11 react
tdwdifferent aspects of a problem or to what extent the physical

apparatus available influences responses. This piece of research is
related to a longitudinal series of studies direCted by one of the

authors of this article.

'3. Research Design and Procedures

,.Two division probleme (one involving a measurement task and the
other a partitive task) were formulated for each of two different °.

physical models, namely the Cargo Groups Problem and the Animal Groups

Problem. The former problem involved ferrying 15 toy cars across a

lake three at one time (measurement). A second part of this-problem
involved parking these 15 cars around three houses,so the same number

would be at each.house (partitive). The Animal Groups Problem involved
20 toy animals and the question was how ma1V.,-cages would need to be

:built if fjve animals can bejdaced in each cage (measurement). The

second part of this problem used only 18 animals and asked how many
animals would be placed in these cages to have the same number in each

(partitive).

Each-problem was presented to each chi11 individually and followed
with prearranged protocols.. All interviews 4ere videotaped. These

tapes were then used to code, in detail, the child's behavior. Sixty.

,Children, then in each.age.group from three to eight years, were pre-

pented with the Cargo Groups Problem. Half of these children were also

asked to-do the Animaldroups Problem. One year later, forty-four of

the original children did the Animal Groups Problem and half of these

also did the CargoGroups Problem. Data are reported on young children

from three to eight years of age.
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Findings'

Statisfical data are provided elsewhere so only a descriptive,
analysis is reported. The subjects, used avariety'of'procedures
ranging from highly manipulative:to only verbal responses. In general,
subjects had more success with the meSSUrementdivision-problem involving
theanimal.grouPs than with the cargo groups. There was no-appreciable
difference between theAProportions of success and failures in the two
partitive divisiontasks. Quite surprisingly, few subjects systematic-
ally distributed the objects one at a.ime in order around the houses
or in the cages. .

} 7
Many children responded to distraCtions inherent within th various

tasks. For example, some children refUeed to place the lion. in a cage
with Otheranimals.- Younger children responded more:to distractions
than older. subjects, but some behaviotdaesociated with these persisted
up to age eight. Furthermore, many subjects exhibited spOntaneous.
verbalizationswhile attempting-various tasks. These were elicited
mostly by the apparatus when children were young and'segmed to be more ,

task-related for older children.

5. Interpretations

This research .has several suggestions for designing problem-solving
.situations for young children:

(1) The physical structure of 'mathematically equivalent problems .

can make some more difficult to solve than others.

(2) The partitive division process requires a, higher cognitive
level':of operation than does the measurement division process.

(3) Requirements of one taWaaninflnence young children's choice
of procedures in attempting-another task that uses the same
apparatus.

(4) Mathematically irrelevant aspects of a problem may distract
different children in different ways.

Critical Commentary

This'research addresses the important and yet complex topic of problem-
solving behavior among young children. Furthermore, it provides a,
cross-sectional look at data collected as part of a longitudinal series
of research studies directed toward problem solving. This type of
research framework is rare in mathematics education and deserves high
commendation. Furthermore, the interpretations and implications Were
clear and direct, and they have pragmatic value for teachers and
researchers alike. Readers of this research should seek, other available
reports in this series of studies to develop a Gestalt 4fid to understand
better how the various pieces fit together. It would be unwise to read
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only this article when other related. reports are readily available.

In abstracting this article.several questions came to mind that
did not seem to be, answered within the author's commentary. Among

these questions are:

----*******1

(1) How were these children selected? Bow would the young
'children participafing in this research be characterized?
slow or fast? passive or active? high or low verbal?
rural or city? etc. Are these characteristics related to
or interacting with the specific problem-solving processesN_
used by the children?'

(2) Was-there any attempt -to_ analyze qualitative differences in
answers among,any varia tither than age? iConsider the
.characteilstics me tion the previOu4 questionlor boy-girl
differences. .

,4.

(3) Would a transcript of one compete interview be valuable to
report? It would be very helpful to anyone considering. .

replication or simply to provi a better understanding of
the prearxange& protocols th were. used.

,(4) What effect did the order of the tasks (measurement-partitive)
have on the problem-solving processes the children used to
answer the question? There was same evidence in this research.
to sudest the order of'the tasks did influence the strategies
used. It was not clear how this factor was handled.N
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INTERACTION BETWEEN STRUCTURE OF
0! PRESENTING CONCEPTS-OF LOGIC.
Mrlyn J., 'Journal for Research

.

pp379-381, November 1977.

8

INTELLECT FACTORS AND TWO METHODS-
Eastman, Phillip M. arid.Behr,

in MathematicsEducation, v8 n5, ,

- Expanded Abstract and Analysis-Prepared Eppeclally for
J. Larry. Martin, Missouri Southern State College.

1. Purpose

I.M.E. by

In a previous study,. Eastman (1975) had investigated the question
"Do aptitude 'X treatment interactions exist when using graphical and
analytic treatments in quadratic inequalities and the aptitudes of

spatial visualization and general reasoning?" and was successful in

isolating an interaction. The/present study is an attempt to generalize

the result to another mathematical content area, namely logical

inference patterns.

2. Rationale

The study is one ,of a series dating back to 1968 (Carry, 1968;

Webb, 1971; Eastman, 1975). Carry found no significant interaction.
However, Eastman (19/5) suspected a confounding variable of 4eductive

versus inductive method in the presentation Of the material. Modifi-

cations to the aptitude measures and to the treatments lAoduced the

earlier result described in the above paragraph.

3. Research'Design and Procedures

A vital of 208 ninth-grade students were measured using the
Necessary Arithmetic Operations test and the Abstract Reasoning test

of the Differential Aptitude Test Battery. The Abstract Reasoning test

was used as the measure of spatial visualization with the Necessary
Arithmetic Operations the measure of general reasoning, 'Subjects

were assigned randomly to one of two treatment groups. Programmed
instructional treatments presented three inference patterns -- modus
ponens, modus tollens, and the law of-hypothetical syllogism. The

treatments were characterized as symbolic-deductive and figural-

inductive. The first treatment used Euler Diagrams and relied heavily
on examples of inference patterns. The latter treatment stressed

symbolic forms and rules before exemplification. Study of the pro-

grammed units was restricted to two 45- minute sessions. A learning

test was given the day after instruction ended. A parallel form

of *e test was given two weeks later to measure retention. The main

hypotheses were that spatik visualization would predict success from-

the figural-inductive treatment and general reasoning would predict

success from the symbolic-deductive'treatment.



4. Finding /

N6 significant interactions,were.found.
,

. 5:- Interpretations

.
The authors mention several problems associated with ATI studies

for consideration by-other inVestigatOrs. One,is the unstable:
,

. .

correlations between aptitude test scores from one experimental ppu-
lation to another. Iniotherwords, the correlation between two-,
factor tests from one/poPulatoiLiican be quite different with:another'

. Population Another problem is4Tte needfor-higher cogni4ye-level.'
)criterion tests. A third problem is the brief treatment times asso
.cittedi:,wikkATtsiudes:!,.

Citical Commentary

Jo 4

The study. is/contained in the Brief Reports department of the.
Jouxnal.for,ResearchAn'llathematics Education. Consequently, data

analysis is necessarily minimal in the report. One assumes that the
data analysis is'similar tp that.in'Eastman's(1975) earlier study. '

.Even though no interactions were found, it would he interesting
.

to hear'the-.investigatpre- conjectures as to why they were not'found.

.
. .?;''..; .

As pointed out by the investigators, instruction time is
..,

very short. This is typical of ATI studie . Until.jonger.studies are
designed, this line ofresearch:May be of somewhat limited benefit to

mathematics education. --

. A final question: Can (should) we expect generalizations from
aptitude-treatment-interaction.research? Or should the studies be

considered content-specific?
.-
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SCHOOL PRINCIPALS'
CONTROL: BEHAVIOR:
Willower, Donald J
v47 n4,"pp207-212,

10

ROLE ADMINISTRATION BEHAVIOR AND TEACHERS' PUPIL
A TEST OF THE `DOMINO THEORY. Estadt, Gary J.; ir

.; ana Caldwell, William E. Contemporary Education,
Summer 1976.

Expanded Abstratt and AnalyaissPrepared Especially for I.M.E. by.
ThOmas.E. Rowan,'Mo tgomeiy County Public Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

Purpose

The purpose of this study- Was7to determine whether the administrative
style ofthe principal is reflected in the classroom management or pupil
control behaiiior of the teacher.

. Rationale it'

Principals! adminiatrative,behaviorand related teaqher perception
have beenstudied by-previogs researchers. .In. addition, and more
recently,: teacher-pulailcontrol behaVior hasheen the subject of several

investigations. None of the reported studies has inVes6.gated,the
queStion ocwhether-Oe-principals'..behaylor influences the teachers'

behavior. the authors felt that general support for the "dotino theory"

concerning managemei Stylea could be found in work emphasizing organi-
zational climate, ete.

14

3. Research Design 'and Procedures

, This study. was ,based upon the administration of two instruments, otie
to teachers, the other to their pupils. The Rule Administration ( )

Scal*as. administered to teachers to provide an indicator of the degree
to which the school administration fell into one of three categories.
The.first category, representative rule, involves teachers and admin.
istrators in cooperative development and implementation of-policies. The

second, punishment-centered rule,.isnot cooperative and usually results

in one side only'viewing the rules as legitimate. The third and final
category, the mock pattern of rule, .occurs when rules are imposed from

the outside and are viewed as legitimate by neither group.. The Pupil
Control Behavior (PCB) Form was administered to the students of the
teachers to obtain an estimate of teacher behavior on a humanistic-
custodial continuum.

Through a preliminary screening procedure, nine secondary schools
were selected,'thkee representing each category of administrative rule..

The schools chosen as representative and punishment-centered had clearly'

differentiated scores on the RA- Scale. Those classified as mock also

exhibited high scores for the representative pattern. Seven to ten
teachers froth each of the nine schools completed the RA Scale, 79 teachers

in all. A total of 2,674 students were administered the PCB Form.

Three' hypotheses were tested using the Pearson product motent

correlation:
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N.

H.1. There is.a positive relationship, between,representative
rule administration by,pe principaland.hunanistic pupil
control, behavior by 'teachers:

H 2.. There is:aibsitive'refationship between punishtent-centered
-

rule administration bi:the-princip4. and custodial pupil
controlbehavior45y, teachers..

H.I. There is
by ;the

Findings

none of the;''

. hypotheses was
ficant correla
and teacherP
rule; betkeen
between 's?c

ionshlihttween'mOck rule administration
and the pupiI. Control behavior by, teachers.

.

4.
tion coefficients associated with the mainfL

ignificadt:. Additional analyses were done and signi-,
ons-We'te found between teachersr level oft education:.
ercept(on of the administration naingrepretentative
rade level of teacher_andpercepied representative rule;

hntaftistic.behavior -(fetales;Werptore.-'hupanistic);
-between years o, experience and - humanistic behavior -(those 'with"Tewer

years were moi-thuma ratic);,,an&between sybje9t,tanght and linkanisficY
-behavior (mathematiC and science teachers were less humanistic than
-English,'SoCial.stud es, lahnages, and busineSS,Aucation_tdachers):,

Interpretations

The authors felt, that the maSor result of the study was the .
failure to-find any support fOrthe.domino thebry".. 'They concluded'
that "at leastfor.the:lgesent sample; the secondaryschoolfprincipai's
pattern Of:rule.administration with regard d-tb teaChershaa'no_rtlation=
Ship to theteacher's Pupil control behavior.)" They speculated that-
the roles,of teachers and principals do not interact with-one-another
in. a manner which would.-tend to cause carry' -over froth one to the other.

The fact that teaching occurs in the relativeAsblationof theciass-:.
room tay.also'acconnt for the teachers being, independent. of administra

tive behavior. The authors feU. theresulte supported conjectures
which had previously been.made about. formal organizations."..They also
felt that a coricept from classicalmanagementtheory,'span-of control,
helped to explain the findings.

The auxiliary findings were cited as being Consistent with thOse
of earlier studies.

The authors noted the fact that both of the instruments used in
the study used perceptions of behavior - rather than the actual behavior.
The study limited itself to dealing only with principals patterns of

rule. Other prattices'ofprincipals may well influence teacher' behavior.
The authors concluded that their fIndings on the domino theory' were

worthwhile, if tentative.
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t

. t.

Critical Commentary-.
i,-

" This study Seems to. haveteen wellconCeived and carried out,i:
13dcause,the principal is such a central figutejn,the operation of a,
school,, it is an intere

Jii)

ing investigation to pursue. The,results, as

the authors noted, are; ,bably consistent with existing concepts.
They would'probabiy. have been predicted;by Pepons who worn closely
with secondary schools.. In additionto the factors'which the authors,
citeCras-po iblycontributingtO the findings, we could Odd the i

. 4Ossibility.tha s condary school principala.c,ften assign many of the ..-k:,

teqdher-interactiveduties,(such as :classroom observations, and stan--2',..

daNdized testSdo terpretationsY to,assistpnt principals or cbunS7s,
----',----selors.

-

rt'would be interesting to sbe if, these. findings would hole up at

.
the elementary.school.level. ..The .inte07ctionp:between teachers and the

muchmore frdquent_ that

',This study had a much wider scope than.iathematicseducation. The
...results which.indlCated that mathematics teachers are.iebs humanistic
than otbOrs .inayrtant f4ureivestiation t

. a

.
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TFACHERS' 'OPINIONS ABOUT. BIOME 'TEA Did MATBRIAL INVOLVING HISTORY OF
MATHEMATICS. fraaer, BarrfJ.f .Ko , Anthony, J. International . '.
Journal . of Mathematical Edcation in Sciencelpd Technologyvt. v9`,.n2;
j3p147-151, May 1978.i ''.- ' . .. ,' . ,

'.., 2 ."''''. .- ;
...Expanded4bstract and Analysis Prepared Bspeci4lly for I.M.E: by:
%.' Douglas Owens, University of British COluibia. : r / ,

. .ilt--.
e-ri 1, "

1. 'Purpose
4

The purpose of the study (fa
the quality and ,ugefulness of a
history. of *Mathematics material

Ra.tionale

s to determine teachers' opinioAsTof
sample . from s_ome recently deve*ect.4,
inten,deti fo.r student ;7= ged 3:3"". 15.,.

'

Oiter the last century, pleas thas histor
place in mathematics education. have 'freqUen
ture.1 Few teachers textbooks devo
tathemafids. "'There is clearly_ a.Oee
matics in a. form suitable, for buse

%),

Research Design an Procedures,
(

,

. `From the. material ;preseneed as ar 2 one-act lays, lde-tape
.,..t presentations, videckapeS, and biograp of famous. mathematicians,

a 'play abqut Thales and an article rela to thehistory of -conics were
4,p5..,selected for study. ''TTATuestionnalres>,,were designed to ascertain

teachers' opinicins abadthe play and' the article. The. first :eight items'
were 'to bOte cpsieticinnaVres,and:'.*ere° intended -to rate the,
Uakfulnesa of .the Play and thsVItrtic.le; respectively? in meeting eight
edu*ationitraimS.:. Responses to theSe :eight items were on a three-point
scale: very' useful; usecirl., and not useful..

.r .Nugstiondaire dealt, with miscellaneous aspects
common- to the/ play the :article,. ;while items 14 -l& dealt 'with', other
,points' unique to the err to the article: Itesponses to these items
were on a . foue-point akert.t... Scale from gen:410y agree ..to strongly
disagree-.

The two questionnaires were answered by a sample of 39 mathemati s
teachers in 1.7. diffeirent rivate and government hi.hobla throughtout a

*broad range of gabgraphic, and so,gioecOnomf6'areaa around Sycbry, Aus-
ralia. EachNteacher' ssent , a copy of the 'play and the article and
aSkell read them and- respand'anonyMonsly to the 'questionnaire.

7

e given -a
the liter
Story of

ial in -matlie-
srloom.

The 'responses were scored in the usualez y,igiving.highest scores to
the most positive responses. Item means a tEmard deviations are
'presented. Tie mess of the first .13 ite.A,'-vzhich were common to both
,qUegtionpairea,vwerd Cciti?atred using'da -ttest for .dep.endent samples.

-4'

,r,

*g.

'T)



4. FindYngs

"Data'forthefir,Sp eight items shoW that the mean rating of usg-
fulness.awarded to tile filay.forsAtisfyingan aim was higher than the

itan rating:of usefulneSs awarded to the atticle_for 'all' eight aims".

(p.. 150).' The mean rating wassignificantly greater;(p< 0.05) ,for five

Aims; namely, teaching some history of mathematics,'Jteaching some
mithematical concepts, humanizing mathematics, showing practical,appli-
CatiOns,:and prOviaing an awareness-of the value of mathematics to
aodiaty: .Means were not significantlydifferentfOr the ;aims; arousing
student intetestiin a topic, providing an appreciation of ancient

.civilization,,,and:proMoting.a.better'attitude.towards mathematics..

,,Item 9 ref4d to studnets' interest in the material, anal the
play' and article did not differ significantly. For items 10 and 11,'

the means for the play. were,fairly. low and teachers' opinions bf the

rt,Aicle,twere significantly mote.favorable. These results suggest that
the, teachers felt-that s play (item' 10,), could involve excessive amounts

of teachinetime-and (item11)-would demandskiils not possessed by the
ayerage Mhthetatics. teacher.

t
Means were not significantly different for the play and the article

on items 12 and 13 regarding avaitability of similar materials and the
average,thath4matics teachers' ability to write such materiap.

The results'of item-14-inclicate that'the teachers, Ielt that the play.

Nould be useful.for integrating mathematics with other 'subjects," as .'
,Only three of 39 teachers disagreed, On item 15, 27 .Of 39 teachers
-agreed.that they would use such.i play in'mathematic6 classes, .and on
item 16 only 22 of 39 teachers.. agreed that they.won14:nse.Suchan artiCle.

41 planning mathematics lessons. 1

,a9

5,. Interpretations

The survey revealed that generally the teachers responded favorably
to both'the play and the. article,, but-opinions about the play tended to

be more favotablethan opinions about the article. The authors interpret
the fact that the-greatestmeans for both the play and the article occur

for the aim, teaching somehistory of Mathematics, to indicate that this.

is the aim most likely to be satisfied. Similarry the aim, providing

an awareness of the value of mathematics to society, was considered least

likely to be satisfied," due to the 1 st mean rating.

In responding to items 10 and 11 about time and special teacher

skillS, it is likely that the teachers gave their opinions in response
to a full-scale production, of the play. The investigators 'suggest that

'teachers would probably have responded more positively,to studehts reading

the. dialogue aloud in class.,,
.. 5

The investigators conclude that the responses,to items 12 and 13

were positive and therefore "highlight a major educational advantage
of,this new material, namely that teachers see them as unique, difficult

to obtain elsewhere and not easily written by teachers themselves" (p. 150).

f/ti .1
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This finding is consistent with the claim that there is a critical 14ck
of mathematical historiCal material suitable for, direct classrooth use. .

Thi writers found the results,of'itemS 15. and 16 "edUcationally
'disappointing." While the teachers expressed the opinion that the
matetialsWould prow:te.:numerous worthwhile educational aims, a sizeable
number responded that they,wOUldsnot-usefthematerial.in their own':
teachingTheiwriters interpret this,toAllean that effective:in-service
education would be needed to pioiote wide,use of available materials
relatedto the history of mathematics.:

Critical 'Commentary

jnViewof,the clainis in theyiteriture-that,Matetial on ,the history
of. mathematics is, useful in classroOms,-.the inNzeStigators-are
comended, for lmpleMenting,researchip ,that. direction., .TheLsurveTof
teachers is one useful way .to approach the problem sinOe,teachers*de
approve of the material before it reachesetudents. SUggestions'were
Made in the paper thatthecmaterials mere,alsO being.evAluated.in
classroom use with students, but no referenceVas given forthe intere ted'''
reader to putsue.

0

'

The investigators were disappointed with:the number of teache who

said they would. use.' matetial,ia:their classrooms.. .A moreobj ctive
view reveals that this result is not toosurprising; First of, , there

would alwaystle.some teachers whorespOnded that the material was not
useful for sparticular aim. Then, perhapd those w responded that
.the material. was "useful" could think of some con tions under which it
Would be beneficial, but were,not necessarily enthusiastic.' Due to
.other pressures and priorities'for class time, some of these were unable
to say that they woUlduSe the material:. In fact, this reviewer.wouldl

see 69 percent stating that they would use the play as rather positive,
given the meansof the responses to the previous questions..

Several questions were left unanswered by the writers,'.'HOW many
questionnaires were sent, or how many teachers were invited to participate
in order to get the 39. returns ?' How were the participants selected?
What ages'were the teachers' students? The paper reports "16 items
from the questionnaires ". ,'Were there other items not,, reported? :Along

A different line .of questioning, how could the investigators conclude
that the mean ratings were greater in favor of the play for all useful-
ness items, when-the means were found to be significantly different for
only some:Of the items? -
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A STUDY OFJBEJBTERRELATIONSHIPOF FACTORS AFFECTING SIXTH GRADE
STUDENTS:IN RESPECT TO MATHEMATICS." .SChool

'Science and Mathematics,, v77, pp489-494, October l977.-

'EXpanded Abstradtand Analysis Especially Prepared for by
Elizabeth Fennema, tniversity'of Wisconsin - Madison.

N. 1. Purpose

Thie investigation was designed to combine variables important to
the'learning of mathematics (ability, attitudes and teacher perceptions
Of -ptudents' aptitudes, abilities and attitude),' tc:vdetermine their;
incerrelationshipswith.mathematiCs achievement scores and their' eta-

over a school year. .

Rationale

The literature suggests. thateach of the above named variables' are
important to achievement in mathematics. 'However, some of the literature.'
reports ambiguous results and very little literature reports investigations
which deal with the interrelationships of the variables.

. Research Design and Procedures

The subjects-were 490 sixth-grade students in 24 self-contained-class-
rocizie from twelve SES areas.- Data were collected on the following-vari-
'ables during the "first few weeks ": Mathematics Achievement (Understanding
liathethatical Concepts and Problem-Solving Subtests of the Iowa Teat of .

Basic Skills); Attitudes (inventory following model develop d by Bloom
and Dutton); Teacher rankings relative to perception of st entst Com-7

etency:inmathematics; and I.Q.-(from ptudents! cumnlativ records

-cards). During the last Month of school, all data but I.Q _were collected
again.- 9.

InterOorrelations between all variables were Computed or each class.-

room and average correlations computed by summing correlati na and
dividing bn,2140.

4.- Findings

Attitudes tended to remain constant. There were no significant
Correlations betweeg-,attitUdes-and the other variables: I.Q. was sig-

'nificantly related to bothrAsts-of Mathematics achieveMent. Teacher
rankings of studentpompeteticy were significantly related to I.Q. and

mathematicsachieyement scores.
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Attitudes of students are irrelevant.to-achievement or'ability;
Students don't-reveal their attitudes or teachers consider-'attitudes
immaterial. -Teachers not the tangible scores of ability And achievement
and these perceptions tend)to remain constant. Other interpretations
are Vague and impossible s.fiitor the reviewer to understand. 4 A

Critical Commentary.
-/

One must question why this study was done and even moreiteriously
question why\School Science and Mathematics chOte-tO publish it. 'In
addition, whywould Investigations in Mathematics :Education devote review
time to it It is. ,difficult for the reviewer to find anything positive
to say, about: the purpose, rationale, research design and procedure, the
findings or theinterpretations. Edch one has serious deficiencies.

The purpose\isiunclear and the reviewer would guess it was deter-
mined at the end of the study. The rationale was contradictory_ in
places and the literaturse review was inadequate. Some quoted studies.
were reported incorrectly and many important studies were not included,r
The research design\and procedure had many faults. For example,, infor-
mation about the assessment instruments is lacklng. What kind of mathe-
matics learning was measured?' What attitudes were measured? How was'
validity determined and what was the reliability of the.attitude instru-
ment? WhiCh I.Q. test was used? What instructions were given to teachers?

The data reporting'and statistical procedures were inappropriate.
What were the means, variances, and n's in each sample? One doesn t
average ,correlation coeffic nts. Why wasn't some multivariate

technique used? Why was .001 evel of significance chosen?

The findings and interpretations are nonsense or have long been
established. For example, the author concludes that "if in fact I.Q.
is a reliable and valid predictor of ability in mathematics, then con-
centrated efforts should be made to obtain accurate assessments of
studeilts'.I.Q. as well as 10 coordinate objectives of instruction of
mathematics with the purposes of the intelligence teat" (p. 493). How
does one "coordinate objectives of instruction with the pbrposes of the
intelligence test" when the two are totally different?

The reviewer is aware that she has leveled extremelyLharsh'criticism.
I have no wish to attack unnecessarily the author who undoubtedly worked
very hard to conduct andreport-the research.. However, both School,
Science. and Mathematics and I.M.E. ahould seriously examine the value
:of any piece of research before it-is published. Educaticinal research
is under_. severe attack from many directions.and this kind of research
deserves every bit of attack._ Both journals must upgrade the quality of
research-which they-publish, Publishing this study is inexcusable.
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THE EFFECT OF QUESTIONING ON SOLUTION OF VERBAL ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS.
Hollander, Sheila K. Schoo Sei9te and Mathematics, v77 n8, pp659-661, ,

December 1977. :

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for. I.M.E. by
Len Pikaart, Ohio University, Athens..

Purpose

7Theauthor-indicates that the purpose was to.study, "the strategies
employed by sixth graders:as they read and worked prOblems selected frOM
a workbook . ::8Ince'student.StrateOeb are'nOt discussed,
an implied purpoSe is, hypothesized -- to.determinithe effect of inves7.
tigator.questions on the subjects' propensity to change their initial
attempts at solutions to given problems.

2. Rationale ,

A basic premise of the study was ". . . that problem solving is not
a unitary process but a seriestof behaviors for eacti)of which an explana-
tion can be elicited" (p. 659).

3. Research Design and Procedures

Twelve,subjects were'randomly selected from a population'-of a Long
Island school district. These subjects' scores fell within' the 4-6
stanine range in the Vocabulary, Comprehension, and Computation subtests
of the California Achievemeht Test Battery and were at least 90 on the
California Tests of. Mental Maturity. Each subject was'given a Sample
problem and then six experimental problems -- 3 two-step and 3 three-step.
The sessions were recorded on .audiotape. After each subject indicated
that he or she had completed'a problem, the following series of questions
vtas asked: "(1) What did you' do? (2) Why did you do it that.way?
(3) What information were you given in the problem? (4) What were you
asked to find? (5) Youranswer is .a number. What does it Mean? Is it
peanuts; dollars, etc.?" (p: 659).

The implied research design is a clinical study with a post hoc
examination of percentages of subjects who did or did not change their
work.

4. Findings

A total of '275 percent of the subjects changed either the, computational
process or numbers why had employed." Of all the problems attempted,
which would be 72 or less, 26 percent were modified by subjects. Fifteen
modifications were classified as follows:
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: a correct response was abandfted

8 .a response remained incorrect

6 an incorrect response was corrected

'Thus, ". . . 40 percent of the behaviors initiated 'subsequent. to ques-
. .tioning resulted in' correction" (p. 660).

5.. Interpretati6ns

"It was indiCated in this study the,t sixth grade Students. apikar to
bene4f it from additional thoughttgiven.to their attempts at prOblem
Solving" (p. 660). The authorCOnjectures that eiementaTyachooeachers.
` grade.student problem,solutionsa.s only Tight or wrong and auggests that
discussions of problems be included as a class activity in grade 6'snd
lower grade le;iels.

'Critical Commentary

The report.lacks almost all, the attributes of effectve'reseatch
reporting._ The putpose is. not clear, the design appeate to be seren-.
dipityexpekience, the sample size is, too small for reliab0 conclusions,`.
the findings are inconclusive, and the interpretattOn is tautological in
the first instance (". . . students appear to.benefit fro'nCadditional

thought . . .") -- but then the author makes several assumptions.. about
elementary school. mathematics instruction and makes suggeStiOns which go
beyond the population of, the study and beyond the experiMental procedure.

A promising researchtechni44, growing in popularitY"i0this r'!

-country, is the "teaching-experivIent" eMployed.by KantowSkiand others-
associated with the Georgia Center for the Sudy of..-tearningand Teaching
of Mathematica,- Such a technique, although clininal:im4Pgroach, requires
extreme care in execution and reporting. Such studies may.well open
,Several important areas of research, but investigator must .exercise
much more diligende than found in the report reviewed.here.-

FJ
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A SIXTH:GRADE STUDENT'S ABILITY TO PREDICT
SUCCESS IN SOLVING COMPUTATIONAL AND STATEMENT PROBLEMS AND HIS
MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDE. Hunkler, Richard. School

Science and Mathematics, v77 n6, pp461-468, October 1977.

Expan ded Abstract and Analysis Especially Prepared for I.M.E. by
Roland F.'Gray, The University of British Columbia.

1. PtE Rose_

The stated purpose ofliis study was to seek answers to the
following questions:

"How accurately can siudents. predict' success in Solving,
computational and statement problems ?':

"What relationship, if any,
ability to predict success
achievement?"

-

c WWhat relationship, if any,
ability .to predict success
attitude?"

2. Rationale

a

exists between a student's
. and his mathematics-

exists between a student's
. , . and his mathematics.

The research problems arose from the researcher's observation of
teacher behavior. He states that, when teachers ask who can solve a
problem,. they don't, really,expect solutions. becauSe they provide
insufficient time for all but a feW to find a solution. 'Rather,
teachersare asking students tO make .a self-prediction of their-ability
to find a solution and, fiom.a. show of.bands,estimatingwhph studetlts
may or may not be able scr-filid a solution. From'such-obtervation the
researcher states ". the'rreliability o this prOcedure depends on
.how well students are able,tojredict success.' Hence, 'he inferred the
need for the current study.

Except for two tangentially related studies, the researcher,reviewed
no previous research.

3. Research Design and Procedures

'a. Sample

Sixty_ two sixth-grade pupils, from four classes taught.by the same
teacher, were selected by drawing a stratified random sample of eight
.boys and eight girls from each group. Two boys failed to complete all

aspects of the study.

2
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b. Tests

To measure prediction of success, the research devised two Mathe-
matical.Self-Absessment Tests, one for computational problems and one
for statement problems, .from the Stanford Arithmetic Tests, Intermediate
II. Subjects responded yes or-no-to test items, then solved them.
From'these responses a self-assessment index ranging from 0.to 1 was
calculated for each of the two tests (MSI -C and MSI-S).

I,

Arithmetic achievement was measured by scores obtained from sub -
tests. of the Iowa.Test of Basic skills.

Arithmetic attitudes were determined from the, Dutton Attitudinal
Scale (1954). I.Q. scoreswere obtained by thei3Otis-Lennon Test of
Mental Ability, Form J.

c. Procedure
.

Tests were administered alternately to two groups to avoid possible
confounding effects associated with the order of taking the test.

A t-test was calculated to test,for sVnificance betWeen chance
scores'of and'observed scores on the two Mathematical Self-Assessment
Indices.

Relationships between the self-assessment indices and achievement
and between the self- assessment indices and attitude were "explored
through use of zero and first order product- moment correlation coeffi-
cients which were tested for significance at the .05 level."

4. Findings

a. The t-tests showed significance between obtained scores and an
assumed score of .5 for both self indices, p .01. No

-,
significant differences attributabl to-sex-were found for either-Self-
aSsessment index.

b. The zero rder correlations between the self-assessment indices
and achievement w re significant'for both males and females (p < .01).
However, when I.Q was controlled a significant correlation was observed
between the self- sessment index for statement problems and achievement
for females (p < .01). All other correlations were non - significant.

The results are summarized in Table 1.

c. The zero order correlations between selfassessment indices
and attitude were non-significant.

5: Interpretations

a. The researchers noted that, while t-tests showed the mean self -
assessment, indices significantly different from chance, the mean indices
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TABLE 1

CORRELATION BETWEEN MATHEMATICAL SELFIASSESSMENT

INDICES AND MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT

Zero Order: No First Order: IQ
Variable Controlled Controlled

Variables Correlated
with Mathematics . Males Females dales. Females

Achievement , (N =-30) (N = 32) (N = 30) (N = 32)

'MSI-C

MSI-S

.542
**

.730
**

.688
**

.819
* *

.239

.274

.350

* *
. .497

were .66 or less; for practical classroom application this was of doubtful

utility.:

b. For boys the self-assessment indices were not significantly related.
to achievement. There,may, however, be some. relationship for girls
between their ability to predict success'on statement problems and
achievement. _

c. There appeared to be no relationship' ability to predict

Success and attitude toward mathematics. _

d. ".. . the strategy of writing a mathematics problem on the chalk-
board and asking who can solve it: is a means of assessing mathematics/
achievement and attitudes of a .sixth grade) mathematics class is-unreliable."

Critical Commentary

In general this is an interesting and intriguing study.- Et- is

narrowly rgstricted in design with reasonably careful control Of variablea.'
In a sense.it is simple, but at.the'same time it attempts to get answers
to some complex questions. Unlike a few recent works, it is relaiivgly
uncluttered with peripheral data and implications.

The most interesting aspect' of the study maybe the self- assessment

measures. Unfortunately so little space was devoted, to a discussion of its.'

use that the reader is left somewhat unclear as to precisely how the
.indices (as distinct from the tests) were determined. Possibly, considera-

tion might be given.to expanding-this Section intosnother article.

The researcher limited his conclusions .to sixth 'graders faith
.characteristics similar to those of the-subjects of this study -- a

29
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conclusion often read. However, more precisely, the concl usites relate
only to the_sixth graders from.whiCkbiseatple was drawn,.

The reader. is left somewhat disappointed, in view of the negative
assessment of:present teacher practice, that no directions were indicated
for future research into alternative,alternative, practices

All in all, however, this ia.a good study and"adds a bit of
knowledge we didn't have befbre. Undoubtedly, if a science IA pedagogy
can be built, it will only be done bit by bit.

t)1

*
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THE EFFECT OF PREMISE ORDER ON THE MAKING OF TRANSITIVE INFERENCES BY
FIRST AND SECOND GRADE CHILDREN. Johnson, Martin L. School Sbietibe .

and Mathematics, V77 n5, pp429-433, May-June 1977,

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by

Theodore Eisenberg, Northern Michigan University.

1. Purpose

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of premise

order on the making of transitive,inferences by first- and secondgrade
children on the relations "largk than", "smaller than", "longer than",

, 3
and "shorter than".

2. Rationale

Previous studies have suggested that performance on transitivity

problems may be influenced by the way the premise /statements are pre-
sented and.the amount of reordering and reversinethatJciust be carried.

out in the subject's mind. For' example,: older Students(adolescents
and university) seem to have lea's trouble with "forward' transitive'

problems than with "backward" ones:

Forward:. If A is related to B and fl is related to C, then A is
related to C.

Backward: If B is related to C and-A is related to B, then A is

related to C.

Whether or not differences.in performance on such problems-Would be
, .

found in younger children was, according to the author, heretofore not

inVestigated.

3. .Research Design and Procedures

Twenty first-grade and twenty second -gradechildren were chosen for

this study. For the forward "larger than" concept, each child was shown

a large piece of cardboard upon which were placed three circular regions:

red, blue, and green. The regions were in order (left to right) from
largest (re0 to smallest (green).. After moving the blue region adjacent

to the red one, the child was asked: "Is the red circle larger than

the blue circle?" The child could compare the regions if he or she so

desired. After receiving an affirmative answer, the blue region was

moved back to its original position and-the red circle was covered with

an opaque material. The blue circular region was then moved adjacent

to the green one and the child was asked: "Is the blue circle larger

than the green circle?" After an affirmative answer, the blue region

was removed from the board and the green region covered with the opaque

material. The child was then asked three questions in random order:

Is the red circle larger than, the green circle? Is the red circle the

14
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same size as the green circle? Is the red circle smaller than the
green circle? A child received one point if'and only if he or she
answered the above three qeustiona cogrectly; otherwise the child
received a zero.. .

. . _-
The procedure for 'the backWard Situation was not stated, b t it

. s implied that different tasks were used in a-formatsimilar to
Eabove: E ch.student was given eight tasks, one forward and one back-

ward fo each of the fopr relations.

4. Findings

The findings can be summarized in the following table:

Grade Larger than Smaller

Relation

thanthan Longer

7 B B

First .16 15 12 13 15. 9

Second 20. 16* 16 14 13 12

Shoiter than

_13 -

11 7

8, 11

F
t

= forward problem; B = backward probleMs; entrants = number of children.
out of 20 succeeding in the task. .

Statistical difference between F and B.

5. Interpretations

Although the results
situation as being easier
can be given to show.that
of transitivity different

r-,
of the study genetally suppori the forward
than the backward one, no conclusive evidence
the rearrangement of ptemises assesses a level
from that of the standard format.

Critical Commentary

The overall frameWork of how this study can help us understand the
thinking. processes used by children when faced with such problems is
glaringly absent from this report.' Children tend to solve one problem
type easier than other type: so what? Fewpeople.would doubt that the

.backward prOblem is the more complicated of the two, and, usually,
complicated problems are the more difficult. to solve. This study, how-
ever, does little to. help us understand the problem-solVing process.

It is questionable as to whether or not the author.measured that
'which-he intended. For example, failing; to report the operating proce-
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duie. used in the.backWard aituation, the major question under study,-.
is a glaring overaight,nOt only. on the part of the author but on the
referees of the journal as well. The author's definition of the back-i-

ward statement is not sufficient to reconstruct the operatirig proce-

dure for such problems. ,Several differentphysicarsituationa can be.
constructed to-fit the backward statement. For example, assume the :

red (R), blue (B.), and green (G) circles described above pladed on the
cardboard in_the order R,B,G (R-biggest, G smallest).. First compare
B with.G and then R with B. Remove B and ask the questions about R

and G. The'conditions forthe backward problem have been met. The

same can be said when the same circles are placed on the cardboard in,

the:order of B,G,R. Also, one has no idea of whether.or not the child
even conceptualized the transitive relationship in constructing
answers or simply used memory.

Three tables were presented in the article; one would have been
sufficient.

'Overall, the study is very weak. The author claims that formal
activities which heavily emphasize Mathematical-relations (equivalence
and order) in elementary school are almost non-existent. It should

not be othetWise if the present study'Wen-example of such activities..

3,
1



A SURVEY OF PROPoRTIONALOEASONING AND CONTROL OF VARIABLES IN SEVEN

COUNTRIES. Karplus, Robert; Karplus,, Elizabeth;,Formisano, Marina;

apcP'Paulsen, Albert-Christian. Journal ofAesearph in Science Teaching,

v14,n5, pP411-417, 1977.,

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Ptepared Especially for I.M.E by
James Hirstein, University of Illinois at Urbana.

1. Purpose

TM purpose of the study was to determine how gender; country, and
either, socioeconomic status or-type of school affect the distribution,

of student performance on two°Piagetian,tasks, propOrtional reasoning
and control of variables. .

.2. Rationale

The dependentvariables are considered indicators of formal opera-

tional thought. The development of formal,thought is of great.importance
in the teaching of science. andimathematica at t1 secondary level. Still,

little is known about the relationships among these variables.

3. Research-Designand Procedure

Subjects ranged in aged from 13 to 15 years. Seven countries were
used, with,the sample in each country drawn "to obtain a fair survey appro-

priate to each schoo4c organization." Four of the countries have compre-
herisive stool systems, so the socioeconomic level of the neighborhood

served by'the school is used as an independent variable.. The other three
countries have selective school-systems, so school type is used as an

independent variable. The countries and school systems are summarized

in Table 1.

On the proportional reasoning tasks, each child is'placed in one of

four categories: Intuitive, Additive, Transitional, Ratio. On the control

of tiktiables task, each child is given a score in the range 0-5/

4. Findings

For each task, group means are-iassigned.to one of six,frequencY
patterns based on the responses.. Responsevdistributionsfor 36 populations

(two genders by one to three classes in each of seven-coWitries) are

analyzed separately for each dependent variable.. Gender effects are

determined by,a chi-square test within each.school in each country.
Socioeconomic/school type effects are not compared statistically in the

report. A summary of significant effects is given in Table 2.



Country

TABLE 1

L.-

SUMMARY OF COUNTRIES AND SCHOOL SYSTEMS STUDIED

Region'

represented

Sample Socioeconomic

size classes

Schobl

types

Denmark ', Copenhagen 399 Middle .
.

Sweden

..

Gothenburg

,

280 Middle

Working
,

,

Italy

.

Rome

,

467 Upper middle

Middle

tslorkirig

United States Northeast

and
/

Northcentral

1020
.

Upper middle.

Middle

Urban' Low Income

).

Austria Vienna

.

595

.
.

Gymnasium

Hauptschule A

Hauptschule B

Germany

.

,

Gottingen

,,,

319 Gymnasium

Realschule

Hauptschule

Great Britain London 376
. .

Direct Grant,

Grammar

Comprehensive



TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS

Country . Significant Gender Effects
i

Significant SocioeConomic/

school type effects

Prop.Reas Cont Vars Prop Reas Cont Vars

Denmark middle

class

none
i

only one class

Sweden none none females

only

,

none

Italy all

.classes

none females

..only

node

Unitdd States

,

none Urbin low

income only

t
'males and

females

males and

females

Austria Hauptschule

only

.

none
possible posible

2

possible

Germany Realschule

,

only

Realschule

only,
.

possible possible

. ,

Great'Britain *omprehensive

school only

none 2

possible
.2

possible

1All, significant gender effects favored:males.

2
Results masked by selectivity of schools.

ro
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5. Interpretations.

Performance differences between countries.are significant but
thUn differences between groups within the countries. Signi,

1icani gender differences favor boys but do not depend on school
, .

organization. Socioeconomic status and school system affect perfor-
mance significantly in their respective countries. The main implications
for teaching are that instruction has,an effect on performance.ontheee
tasks, but none of the countries incided has been successsful in
developing these two reasoning patterns for all studerits.

Critical Commmentary

. _ .

This study is a good illustration of the:difficultY.in conducting
cross-national research. The independent variables cannot be held
constant across countries. Nevertheless, the author? are to be commended
for taking account of differing educational organizations among and
Jithin the countries. Differences in school systems arenot buried,)in
the statistical.,analysis. However, even in countries wheie school type'
is a variable, the authors draw noconclusions because some practices
(e.g., selectivity of students) are seen to mask school effects. In this
case, it is a disadvantage to use the school as the unit for sampling-

.
subjects in a study.

In many of the questions-discussed, the data reported are inadequate
to support 'the conclusions, although a more extensive report is cited.
...The only statisticalLresUltsreported involve 36 separate univariate
analyses with gender as the independent variable. The conclusions drawn
require that socioeconomic status and country be used as independent
variables, but no such results are given. No mention of interaction
among independent variables is mada,but_based on the tables of results=
it'is likely that some of the interactions are statistically significant.
A more detailed presentation of results and some attention to interaction
would give more credibility to the conclusions drawn.

The study indicates that .a diversity of secondary student perfor7
mance on formal operations tasks exists across countries. HoweVer, the
ranges.of diversity vary and the effects of the independent variables
are not.consistent,across countries. Therefore,the primary contribution
of the study is that it describes student response patterns in seven
Countries, but it offers little help in explaining the factors that
influence the development of formal thought.

3?



MODERATION OF ACHIEVEMENT PREDICTION IN. ANELEMENTARY SCHOOL METRIC,
CURRICULUM BY TRAIT X.INTRUCTIONAL METHOD INTERACTIONS. ACeith-Abbott,..
Sylvia;'Abbott, Robert. Educational and PsyChologicaljleasurerieut,

y37, pp481 -486, Summer 977. :

Expanded Abstract, and alysis Prepared Especially for.I.M.E. by

John C. Peterson, The cab State University.,

1. Purpose

To compare the overall effectiveness of self -paced mas ery,learning:
with instructor-paced guided discovery for teaching a'secon -g;odelinear._
metrics lesson and to investigate the existence of an intera tiOn-hetween

mental ability and instructional ability.

2. Rationale

Most studies comparing mean student achievement underdifferen
teaching-methods have.not lound,replicable Aifferences. Many rep rchers

have argued that students learn more efficiently, when instructional .

methods are dipiferentiated.for different students., Therefore, comparisons
of teaching methods should be based upon an analysis of interactions'

between instructional methods and student characteristicaor:Tralt X
Treatment Interactions (TTI). -M5,,!; 7

3. Research Design and Procedures

FoUr second-grade claases comprised the sample for the'study. Two

classeswere randomly assigned to be taught by the guided discovery method
and two Flasses were randomlyassigned to be taught by the mastery learning
method. Students in the two groups were not significiantly :different in

mean raw\scores obtained by an administration of the Otis-,Lennon Mental
Ability Test, Form'J, a month prior to the onset of this study

Two\of theclasses, conducted by the sameteacher,'were taught by
the guided discovery method which,' for this atudY, consisted of cueing,
inquiry, and the construction of centimeter and decimeter rulers. Coverage

of the metric unit was 'divided into'three 25-minute sessions conducted on
consecutive days'.

The self -paced mastery learning method was defined as follows. A
learning center was set up in the two classrooms randomly assigned to be
taught byjthe mastery learning method'. The learning center consisted of
10 hierarchically ordered task cards andithe materials needed totomplete
the activities on the cards. After the:ntroductory lesson, students in
the mastery learning group were given three 25-minute time periods on
consecutive days during which they.-worked individually on the task cards.

The tpachers.exPlained that (a) the task cards were to:be completed in a

Certain order; (b) the work was-to be done individually, except that, if

necessary, help would be given in reading the>taskcards; and (c) the child



was not to go on to succeeding task cards until the teacher had marked .

the student's mastery of the previous task. earlier pilot study
had. shown that the ordered hierarchy, reading-level, and three,25-minute
periods were appropriate for children at this grade level.

On the day following the third 25-minute session, a 19-item linear
metric criterion test based upon the unit objectives was administered
to the students in the two groups.

4.. Findings

The raw'scores bn the criterion test and the Otis-fennon measure
Were compared by using regression methods totest.both overall differences,
in achievement and the presence.of interaction between mental ability and
instructional method. The interaction was further investigated by
employing the Johnson-Neyman technique.

The correlation between achievement and mental ability for the:
students in the guided discovery group was r = .71, and for the mastery
learning group the correlation was r = .12. The difference in mean
achievement was significiant (p .C.01) and the slopes of the-regression
lines were significantly different (p < .01). The point of intersection
was 19:33 on the mental ability measure and 8.79 on the achievement vari-

able. -The region of nonsignificance as determined by the Johnson-Neyman
technique was:below values of.31.52 on the mental ability test.

p.

5. : Interpretations

The results Of this study might be viewed from two perspectives:
,(A) instructional .theory and (b) prediction of academic,ability.

(a) Instructional Theory

Taking the two teaching methods as "treatment packages", overall
achievement in the teacher-paced guided discovery method was greater than
in the self-paced mastery learning method.

Interpretation of this overall difference must also take intotaccount

the significant interaction. The regression methods indicated that for
students with Otis-Lennon scores below 31.52 (corresponding to a mental
age of 7.2), there were no statistically significant differences in
achievement. Students with OtilpLennon scores above 31.52 obtained sig-
nificantly higher scores on the achievement criterion when they were in
the guided discovery group. These correlational results, however, did
support the predicted relationships. Mental ability was substantially
correlated with achievement in the guided discovery groups, but was
essentially uncorrelated with achievement in the mastery learning group.

(b) Prediction of Academic Achievement

The support of the predicted interaction between mental akility
and instructional method has great import for the prediction of academic



achievement. As mastery oriented self-paced instructional procedures
become more widely implemented. the prediction of academiclachievement
from measures of mental. ability will decrease.. Investigators would
consequently have to redefine academic achievement, perhaps in,terms of
rate, if, as the findings suggest', achievement is uncorrelated with a
general measure of mental ability.for content'taught by mastery learning

. methods.

Critical Commentary

This was a very interesting tad; taking two.seemingly different
teaching techniques in)an attempt to determine haw students:a varying
mental ability were able to learn with each technique- The researchers
did a good lab of relati their proposed study and their findings to
previous research. .Seve 1 comments seem to be appropriate. /

It is not clear xactly how the two teaching techniques differed.
One was instructor-paced, the other self-paced as long as a,,,teacher had

ngiven the approval to leave. one plateau and proceed to the ext. One

teaching technique Was guided discovery and the other was mastery
learning. The mastery learning technique used task cards. We are not

told if any of these cards were designed to guide students,to discover
something and therefore a type of.guided discovery lesson was taught.
If th4:latter'was the case, then the main difference would be between
instructor-paced and selfpabed instruction.

The instrucOr-paced guided discovery classes were. both taught by the
same.teacher. ahile a pilot study had verified "that the ordered
hierarchy, reading level, and three 25-minute periods were appropriate
for children at this grade level", no mention was made of .a similar trial
for the guided discovery lesson, ',Had this Eeacher taught this material
bef re using this technique? Had any of'the students or teachers had
pr experience. With ether technique?

f

Oneteacher was used-for the instructor-paced lessons. Apparently
more than. one teacher was used for the self-paced lessons since the
authors state that "The teachers explained . . but no indication is
given as to the exact number of teachers used..

Nothing is mentioned about the time allowed for the test. It would

Seem to be critical that the students in the self-paced instruction
groups be allowed to take the test at their own pace...Similarly:students/
who had instructor - paced lessons should have had the test administered'in'
an instructor-paced' environment.

.
I would like to see another study of this kind, but of longer duration.

The authors raised some very4nterdstingquestIons at which a study as
short as thisonescan only hint. Now theyshoUld conduct a similar study
.that is'perhaps ten 25-minute lessOns,in length (using the'inatructor-
paced approach). How long did it take the self-paced students? Do the
correlationsjroM this study continue in a longer study? ,It'woUldbe very
interesting to see...
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THE EFFECTS OF. TWO SUMMAIIIVE,EVALUATION METHODS ON. ACHIEVEMENT AND
ATTITUDES IN INDIVIDUALIZED SEVENTH GRADE MATHEMATICS. Kulm, Gerald.
School Science and Mathematics, v77 n8, pp639-647, December 1977.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E by
W. George Cathcart, University of Alberta:

. 2.1:12.22.

The study tested the following, hypotheses:

a. fio achievement or attitude difference will be found betweeii
individualized and group instruction students.

No achievement or attitude differenceswill be found
students who choose or do not choose their method 'of

evaluation.
JI

No achievement or attitude differences will be found
students evaluated after each objective and students
after each unit.

c.

Rationale

between,
summative

between
evaluated

Research is-cited,which indicates that individualized instruction
in which self-pacing is the only chaice'available to students may not
be any more effective than traditional methods.

Pretests, self-tests, and formative tests are methods of evaluation
often used to diagnose and monitor progress and prescribe instruction
in an individualized approach. Mastery learning theory suggests that
formative (nongraded) tests over small units should be used to provide
feedback on student progress. Summative (graded) tests should be
given after several units have been mastered. This procedure should
result in improved attitudes and self-concepts since students-are not
graded during learning. Research has not always supported the claims 7
made by the mastery approach to evaluation used in many individualized
programs. ,

The theory that formative evaluatioh is less threatening may not
account for the anxiety that students feel when they are tested, frit- /
grading pruposes, over large amounts of material. Many students prefer
frequent tests on which to base their, grades.

3. Research Design and Procedures

The sample, consisted of 159. seventh -grade mathematics students. The

sample was divided into two groups, "traditional" and "individualized",
on. the basis of'"teachers' judgments of the, probable success of students



in an individulaized setting ". The. individualized group was sub-

divided into three evaluat'ion groups: (1) tested at'the end of each
unit, (2) tested afterieacii objective, and (3)individpals could.
',choose between the above two methods. The latter group was almost
unanimous in choosing to be tested aftei each objective BO the entire
group was tested this may.,

Teacher-Oftpared geometry lessons.were used to teach each.objec-
tiye. The individualized groups took.a self-test at the,end of each
lesson,'then-either studied furthek or took a summative,test (groups
2 ancr3) or'began the next objective, repeating until a uniOest
(group 1).' The traditional group was tested at the end of fhe'same
units as individualized group 1 but had teacher-directed reviews in
.the place of self-tests.

At the end of the six-week investigation, all subjects wrote a
teacher-made achievement test, an attitude test, and a questionnaire
soliciting t eir reactions to the evaluation schemes. An incomplete
factorial de ign was used in the analysis. High and low mathemaiplcs

ability was sed as one of the blocking variables in the thiee separate
ANOVAs.

4. Findings

- None of the. null hypotheses concerning achievement was rejected.

On all three analyses (Ability x Teat Method, Ability x Choice of
Test Method, Ability x Teaching Method), the higher ability subjects
significantly outperformed their lower ability peers on the six-week.
achieveMent test..

All three df the above analyset; revealed a significant interaction
Between ability Eland each of the other three independent variables on the
Fun vs. Dull attitude scale. In general, low ability students had
better attitudes under unit testing, choice of testing method, andran
individualized approach, whereas higher ability subjects had better -
attitudes under testing after each objective and assigned test meplod.
High ability subjects in the traditional approach did not have different
attitudes from high ability subjects in the individUalized setting.

The treatments did have significant effects on attitudes.

5. Interpretations.

The failure of both th teaching methods and the summative evalua-
tion methods to produce sigdificant differences in achievement is blamed
on a lack of differences.in the experimental treatments.'

The interaction between ability and attitudes is interpreted to mean
that higher ability students were satisfied with things, no matter what
was done, whereas low ability students reacted, ositively to having a
choice of testing methods and to an individualzed setting. The lower
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ability students were not content with doing the same things again. .

Theiauthor concludeathat his results "indicated quite clearly. that
traditional teaching me ods may be inappppriate for low ability'
students:" Further, e says that; "If it was .Possible to. improve
Attitudes perhaps a ievetent could be, improved over a greater period
of time. ".

The continuous testing in the objective method,tay have been
frustrating the low ability students; This.would explain why they
thought mathematics was more fun when 'unit tested., High ability
students, on the other.hand, enjoyed the continuous positive. reinforce-
ment.

Critical Commentary.

Two major things about this study impressed me: Fitst, it addresses
an important and timely topic. The educational significance of this
study is clear. Second, it is school-based. While this has certain
embedded research limitations, it nevertheless makes the results more
directly. relevant to classrooms across the country.

One aspect of this study that interested me was onedthat the
author touches on briefly in his closing paragraph. Not only was there
no random assignment of subjects to groups, but a deliberate attempt
was made to preselect those students for the individualized program
whom teachers judged most likely to succeed in that approach. No mention
is made of what kind of criteria were used to make that judgment, but
one can imagine ,a host of ability and personality variables which
would he involved. It seems that this atudy-deliberately,stacked the
cards in favor of the individualized approach, yet no major superior
results for the individualized method were obtained. I suppose this tells

us something.

The major weakness of this study was a lack of control of inter-
vening variables. Mathematics ability was the only variable controlled
for. When subjects are-preselected because of probable success in an
individualized treatment, numerous other variables could clearly affect -
the results. Such variables as motivation, degree, of` independence,
personal discipline, previous mathematics achievement, and cognitive
style are just a few such variables. But the intervening variable
that may be most influential in this study was the teacher variable.
The traditional classes were taught by ,teachers who preferred that
method and the individualized classes were taught by a team consistingo
of a leader, an intern,_ and a Paraprofessional. One could only speculate
as to how this different administrative arrangement might have influ-
enced the results. A measure of control over this could have been
achieved by assigning one team to a traditional class and a single
teacher to an individualized class.

Teacher-made tests were used as achievement measures. The validity
or reliability of these tests was not discussed.
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For the most part, the author's interpretations of the
are quite acceptable. However, two of his statements dese

"quitecomment. First, he claims that the results indicate

:.results

rye some

that traditional teaching methods may be inappropriate for
atudents." Upon first reading; I focused on the clearness

clearly .

low ability
of the

results and responded, 'In-noWay do the redults-indicateithis.'l Later .

I. focused on the words "may be", which made me question the
cif the results. "Clearly" this "may be" a self-contradictin-
-Second, the author says that "If it w6yossible to improve

sentence.

perhaps achievement could be improyeer a greater
----ptol.re attitudes,

period of

clarity -'N-:;

We all like to think that way, but ram beComing more and More pessi-
mistic about its validity due to a lack of clear evidence. However,
it'is certainly deserving of more. careful study.

OD
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CHILDREN'S JUDGMENTS OF NUMERICAL INEQUALITY. Sekular, Robert;
Mierkiewicz,Diane. Child Development, v48, pp630 -633, June 1977.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by
Gerald Kulm, Purdue UniversityI

1. Purpose

-The study investigated the esponse times for judging numerical
inequality in children from kindergarten through college in order to
determine the development of intern5A representation of numerical digits.

2. ,Rationale

Foi adults, the time to identify which of two digits is larger
varies inversely with the difference between them. Since this response
time reflects the structural relationships among the internal represent(
tions of digits, it is possible to use the task to study developmental
patterns.

3. Research Design and Procedures
e!,1.1,

- ,

The subjects were six males, and six females in each grades

kindergarten, first, fourth, and seventh, plus a' group f university

students, All subjects were able to count from l'to 10 without diffi-
culty. Pairs of cligits.lto 9 were presented via an apparatus, which
illuminated the digits. The subject's response in pushing a toggle
switch left ot right to indicate the larger digit stopped a digital
timer which had been activated when the digits were illuminated. The

time and the accuracy of the response were recorded. Subjects'were
instructed to make responses as quickly as possible Without emirs.
Each subject judged 64 pairs which were balanced for size of the digit
on the left and numerical difference. When an incorrect response was
made, the trial was repeated at a random later point.

An analysis of variance of mean correct response time was done
for each numerical difference. OrthogOnal polynomials were used to
decompose the effect of numerical difference into linear, quadratic,
and residual components. The interaction between age group and numerical
difference was also decomposed using orthogonal,polynomials. Finally,
Neuman-KeuIs tests were performed on group meau response times to compare
age groups.

V
4. Findings

The response times decreased with increasing age (p < .001) and,
for all groups, the response times decreased as the numerical difference
increased. The decrease in response time was a linear function of
numerical difference for all groups. Also, the interaction between
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numerical difference and age group was linear. The mean response time
for kindergarteners was significantly slower than all groups; the
first graders were aignifipantly slower.than'the older groups; and
the fourth grade, seventh grade, and college gibups did not differ.
The error rates varied directly with response times, across age groups.
Finally, the number of erroracWas not significantly correlated with

the mental age of kindergarteners..

5. Interpretations
.

Since the effect of numerical difference was linear for all0
groups, .

the differences between groups can be treated as matters of quantity
rather than quality; that is, the basic processes responsible for the
effect are the same regardless of the "age of 'the subject.

Previous work has resulted in a model which states that the digit
stimuli evoke an internal analog and that the response times reflect the
subjective distances on the analog representations of the digit referents.
The data of the present experiment can be interpreted with such a model.
Specifically,. the steeper slopes for the numerical difference effect for
younger subjects indicate that they have smaller effective subjectiiie.

distances between internal number representations than older subjects.
The result is.that there is more overlap in discriminate dispixsions,
.producing more errors-and slower response time to make judgments.

Critical Commentary

This study was an example of a.well-designed investigation using,
controlled conditions andcarefully documented procedures. The idea of..

investigating mental processes in such a clear ,setting with unambiguous-
dependent variables is very appealing. If one accepts the rationale and
the proposed model for the processes, there is little left to conclude
other than that the authors have produced interesting results about the
way children think. On the other hand, to say that children's thinking
does not differ qualitatively from adults on this task appears to raise
fundamental questions that have puzzled mathematics educators and are
yet to be resolved.

The basic process of using an internal representation of number
may be accepted. However, it is not clear that the linear nature of
the numerical difference effect justifies the assumption that the type
of representation is the same for c41dren and adultsa The authors
did not mention this possibility and'did not consider the development
of cardinality and ordinality in children. Are young children's analog
representations of number cardinal or ordinal? Much of the work in
comparing numbers in the early grades uses a cardinal approach. If the

present study establishes an adult-like ordinal model for children,
the implications for instruction are interesting.

Some of the kindergarten and first-grade children may not have
attained the stage of conservation of number. Rote counting to 10
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-suaranteeOneither :conservation nor. the ability to compare numbers.
would h9q4en interesting to correlate the error and-response

time. aata-Withperkormance on a number conservation task.

None of the subjects was asked how fie or she did the task.
Similar tasks,involving.cOmparisons of ages, heights, or oothet.quan-
sties jmaiddie.tpat subjects do use .an ordinal type of internal

.

representation. 'I. e'allthort did not discuss why young children's sub-
.

jective'distance0 etween number repreSentations might be smaller.
This seems' tO b h important question for future research. Does
experience With numbers result in a tore.welldefined metric ,or
more effiCieut or accurate, internal representation?

40

/
. .. /h.suMiary, thisstudy proposed and tested anAnteresting model
_

for.theWAy children think in doing a very specific task. It left9 . .

'Many'qutstiOns unanswered,'boweVer,.about why children might think this
W*.-,

.r 4
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STAFF AND STUD a4 EXPECTATIONS OF SOME UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS
.COURSES Shann..,-AX:; Sleet, R. J. International Journal of Hattie-
.matiCal Education in Science and Technology, v9 n2, pp239-247, May 1228.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis. Prepared Especially forI.M.E. by
Gerald Brazier, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

1.. Purpose

To investigate first-year students' expectation6 and preferences
about undergraduate mathematics courses and to compare those views to
those of the university staff.

2. Rationale

The specification of aims is the firSt step in curricu p ltn Aing:
it is frequently ignored. This report is part of a larger Projv,I:t the
New South Wales Institute of Technology which is stud g undergradu te
mathematics education at that institution. .This prpjec will eventua ly
lead'to developing an applied mathematics curriculum.

3. Research Design and Procedures

Possible aims were drawn up by the authOrs in consultation with.ihtir
mathematics colleagues and standard literature. A questionnaire was
administered first to the staff (68 out of 200 responded) in the faculties
of science, engineering, computing, mathematics, and bUsiness. It was

then administered to the students in those fields (959 out of 1000
responded) during the third week Of classes. 1

The staff was asked to classify each aim as either "importantto the
discipline", "of general importance only", or "of no importance"...The
students were asked to classify each aim as either "important", Nnimpor-
tant", or "incidental".

(

4. Findings

'First, the responses of staff and students were compared across all
disciplines on. each item. This was done by Comparing the number of staff
responses of "important to the discipline" to the numbet of student
responses of "important". Across all staff and all students there was
agreement that aims concerned with the applications of mathematics are
impOrtant. With the exception of the computing staff, there was also
general agreement that aims concerned with learning matheMitical-princi-
ples and developing mathematical problem-solving ability are important.
Between the disciplines, the disagreements about aims were all predictable:
the staff in business considered awareness of economic implications of
mathematics very important, while the staff in. the other disciplines did'
not; the mathematics staff indicated the importance of enjoying mathema-
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tics, while the others did not; etc. In general, there was less dis-
agreement between disciPlines within the student population than within
the staff. The one exception was again predictable: mathematics
students seemed more interested in mathematics itself rather than in
mathematics merely as a necessary ingredient of their college education.

Second, the differences between staff and students within each
digcipline were explored. A difference was considered significant if ..

more than 60 percent of one group considered the aim important while less
than AO percent of the other group considered it important. Such
differences were found within four disciplines:

(a) Mathematics staff considered the historical development of
mathematics to be far more important than did their students.

(a)

Computing students, as indicated earlier, considered problem
solving more important than did the staff. Also, within com
puting the staff considered developing an ability to work in
a team more important than did the students.

Science students rated thinking logically and working indepen-
dently as more important aims than did the staff. The staff
-considered an ability to program computers more impOrtant than
did the students.

(d) Within engineering, the students considered releVance of mathe7
matics to everyday experience -more important than did the staff.

pInterpretations

.

The authors stated several conclusions:

4
i(a) The differences in staff opinions that exist between disciplines

may require separate courses for the different disciplines.

(b) Where differences exist between staff and students, discussion
might help. Heightened awareness of staff's views' about
desired outcomes should help students' motivation.

Since only mathematics staff anestudents considered enjoyment
of ,mathematics important, it might be beneficial if the mathe-
matics staff considered motivation of students more carefully
when planning instruction.

In general,,the authors feel that this effort was a worthwhile first

. step in curriculum development -- a clarification and specification of
aims.
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Critical Commentary

This study seems to have.tiqo major results: first,"each discipline
has different aims for college mathematics and the faculty perceives
those differences as much greater than.do- first-year students; second;
mathematics faculty and staff are.more concerned with enjoying mathe-
matics for its own sake than with particular applicability to.a field
of study. Neither of these results is particularly surprising. I am

sure that for the curriculum 'development project at NSWIT it was thought'

important to gather this data, but its significance for the general
mathematicseducation community is minimal.

Discipline - differentiated mathematics sequences are standard in
American universities, so the authors' conclusion to create separate
courses; though reasonable from the data, is not particularly striking.
The recommendations to consider motivation and sharing of aims when,. , .

teaching are -again commonplace in the U.S.

As a component in a curriculum development project, such a study is

important. Each university is uhique and so the: particular disagreements
-about aims within-the university should be examined before proceeding in
'curriculum development. Viewed in that way, the study seems well -_

eonatructeth I would have thought that .data from other than first-year
students would have been collected, however; the views of senior-level
atddents and recent graduates about the aims of the mathematics component::
of their training would be important to consider along with those of:-
faculty and beginning students. Not knowing the situation of NSWIT,
is difficult to judge the quality of the questionnaire, but the aims
probed seem to be the generally reasonable ones.
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AN ANALYSIS OF COGNITIVE ACHIEVEMENT IN 4 NUMBER SYSTEMS COURSE FOR
PROSPECTIVE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. Sovchik, Rob t. School

Science and Mathematics, v77, pp66-70,.January 1977.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Especially Prepared or I.M.E. by

Frank F. Matthews, University of Houston..

Purpose

The effectiveness of a number systems course based on'the 1968
CUPM Course Guides iaevaluated in terms of improving mathematics
.achievement.

2. Rationale

While most teacher-training institutions throughout the country
have offeredgOthematics-content Courses.based on the 1960 CUPS
guidelineaOreVenth96$..Course Guides, there has been only minimal
research,:dtaingte'effCtiveness of such courses in facilitating
cognitiveitiiprOveMeri0 mathematics. The available research that he
cites tendatO2W0o0rA4i4tory, since_Gee and Todd found significant
improvement Wfille-:Wit#1elldid not In addition, Reys found a
majority of prospective lementary achool teachers scoring below ninth
grade norms in algebra.

3. Research Design and Procedures'

The basic deign for the study was a pretest-Oosttest r.aradigm
r .

without .a control'group. The/pretedt consisted of ACT-Math scores
(as a measure of mathematicsaptitude) and a content examination. The
intervention was participation in one of four sections of a basic
number systems course at Kent State University. The posttest was

the same content examination as the pretest.

Based on existing texts and CUPM guidelines'and Course Guides,
four general objectives were developed. Each of these was then broken
down into six behavioral objectives, one at each level of Bloom's

taxonomy. Two or three items were written for each detailed objective
and, after some test development, these became the content examination
used. Content, validity was verified using two mathematics education
faculty members and one mathematics faculty member to classify each
item regarding general objective and Bloom's taxonomy. The detailed

objectives were also given to the four participating instructors who
agreed to follow them in their course.

sZ

The study took place in Fall Quarter, 1973. The cognitive test

was given to 139 students in the four sections. An unspecified number

took the course and 143 took the posttest. ACT scores were obtained for

116 students. It is not specified whether all 116 ACT scores had
corresponding pre- and posttests or whether all 139 pretest students



completed the course andWer&among-the 143 students taking the
post 07-...TOlaaleo.nOt stated whether the four sections used

Co 'ilited%411 the sections taught that quarter and' whether there
.'7'.niinpaeticiatingietudents in .those.sections.

The reliabilitY c f the content instrument was evalUated using
,A.fr..1:osttost ecoree,.:1The KR-20 result was 0.695. once scores

-4 .yere obtained for eadh of the detailed obje4 till the mean

cognitive.obiettiVe vector and the mean taxda level vector were
.compared to the corresponding zero vectoke using. e:yotelling T2
statistic; 1156th were significant at the 0.05 level. Correlations

were computed between the following:. pretest-posttest (r = 0.488);
ACT7Mith-pretest (r.= 0.487); ACT-Math-posttest (r = 0.505). In

addUiOn; a partial correlation was computed between ACT7Nath and
the poattest Score with the effect of the. pretest partialed out

..(t = 0.312). All of these were significant at the.0A5 level.

4.. Findings.

Significant cognitive change occurred in the course both by general
objective and by taxonomic level. Scores on the pretest were positively
related to scores on the posttest. Students' aptitude for mathematics
was positively related to their scores on the two content tests and,
in fact, to that portion of fhe posttest-not predicted by the pretest.

5. Interpretations

Significant cognitive improvement occurs in a course designed to'

produce such improvement. Achievement is related to aptitude even
when the effect of previous achievement is partialed out.

The author suggests that the effect of such a course on attitudes
toward mathematics should be investigated. He-also suggesti that the
potential of differential learning on different objectives be invest-
gated:.

Critical 'Commentary

My major concern is that, while the study is. basically sound
methodologically, it does not seem to strike at a critical issue within
mathematics education. Few college instructors would expect that even,
the worst of their colleagues working with. poor material could manage
to spend a full quarter'With a class and not cause a significant
increase in students' cognitive achievement on 24 specific objectives..
In addition,. while the cognitive achievement improved a significant
amount, the more critical-question which the author does,not address
is,:"Is the level oidpognitive achievement adequate?" I recognize -

that the determination of an appropriate cutoff is difficult and often

arbitrary. However, he could have at least provided enough information
for us to form our own conclusions. The differences in the research
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cited earlier seem to be more a result of asking different questions
_than different answers to theeame question.

The use of a.speciic set of objectives certainly facilitated
test construction, but I wonder if the ,classes were equivalent to
those taught if other years. This is.a particular problem.since
there is no infcirmation on the range of the objectiveS. While I
recognize .the need for condengation in journal articles, the lack of
description.ofhoththe objectives and the examination is distressing.
The inclusion of at least thelour general objectives would have
helped.

There are also a fewmethodological issues which I would like to
raise. The articieSeems to say that identical instruments were used
as pretest and posttest. Since it is not implausible that the students
with higher aptitude could have better retention, test repetitionmay -

threaten the validity of the study especially concerning the effect of
aptitude. This problem could, have been alleviated if one or more types
of oontrol.group had been used, such as methods classes where the
students work with mathematics, but do.not:work directly on the cognitive
objectives. .

The multivariate statistical analysis is well done, but the author's
interpretation of the partialcorrelation leaves something to be
desired. The shift from a correlation theme, where a discussion of
:variation would be appropriate to a central tendency theme-where means
are discussed seem particularly unfortunate -- "students with good
aptitude . . - tended to improve their scores more than students with
low aptitude."

Lack of specificity clouds understanding of the quantity of
corresponding data points involved. While the number of individuals
completing each instrument is given, the number for which complete
or partial data sets were available is not stated,. Are we to assume
that'each of the 139 students taking the pretest were among the 143
students taking the posttest? Were there no/drops all quarter? If

the pretests were eliminated for drops, was there a selection factor?
Where did the extra four students come from? yere they included only
in the reliability study? Finally, what was the total number in the
classes? These details are of interest and could easily have been
included. My.quarrel is not so much with the author as with the editor
who should have encouraged more detail.
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THE EFFECT OF THE CLASS EVALUATION METHOD ON LEARNING IN CERTAIN MATHE-
MATICS COURSES. Stephens, Larry J. International Journal of Mathematical.

Education, in Science and Technology, v8, pp477-479, NoVember1977.

Expanded Abstract and AnalysisPrepared Especially.fOr
F. Joe Crosswhite, The Ohio $tate.University.

1. Purpose.

The study claims "to investigate the effects of different (sudent)
evaluation methods on the learning process" (p. 477). In fact,leatning
prOcess should be read as "student achievement".

2. Rationale

The rationale offered was that frequency of tests andalount of
homework may influence test results. .

3. Research Design and Procedures

Three treatments were designed for ajunior-level applied, engineering ,

probability and statistics course. In Method I (29 students, Autumn 1975),
homewoik-was'collected weekly and graded, and 14d-term and comprehensive
final examinations were given. In MethodII (18 students, Spring 1976),
four examinations were given, each covering the work of the preceding
for-week period. Method'/II (15 students,' Autumn 1976) included 30-minute
weekly tests and a comprehensiVe final examination. Homework Was,assigned
but not collected in Methods II and III. The same instructor taught each

of the three semesters using the same text.

Analysis ofvarianCe, using the student as the unit of analysis, was
applied with "percentage of test points obtained by each student" as'the
criterion measure. This was, apparently, an, average over whatever number
of tests were administered under a given treatment. The homework points
were not inclpded for Method. I.

4 Findings

The F -value, in the a ro;ywords, was "very non-significant indi7
cating that pl = p2 = p.

-"N

5. Interpretations

The author interprets the findings to indicate that collecting. and
grading homework does not produce significantly higher-test scores and-:
that frequency of testingdcws not seem to 'produce any different results.
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He goes on., however, to say that the-three methods did produce
;different responses from" the students in that there were many unsolicited

. comments "to the effect that thq4studentS "thought this (weekly tests)
was a good method because it kept them up-to-date with the course ".'
(pp 478-479).

The author further advises that

Perhaps as important as the results of the experimentIs_
the idea that those of us involved'in the mathematical
education of students in other _disciplines can use statis-
tical methodology to help determine if some new innovative
teaching technique is any different to other .methods we may
have been using. (p. 479)

He then concludes his report with the observation that the study
demonstrates that "giving short weekly tests was just as appropriate as
taking up and grading a lot of homework and administering several
full period tests" (p. 479). The amount of grading-time was reportedly
considerably less, as well.

Critical Commentary

The research reported here is so seriously.flawed that this reviewer
could find no redeeming feature...

The author reports that the three treatement groups were "represen-
tative of the junior and senior students from the school of engineering
who are taught in the mathematics department", but offers. no evidence
to Smpport\initial comparability. The treatments were administered during
three different semesters with substantially different numbers (29, 18, 15)
in the classes. ,The criterion was an""average" percentage taken in
Method I from a mid-term and comprehensive final, in Methoci,II from four'
full - period tests administered at four -week intervals, and in Method III
from a'number (possibly 16) of 30-minute weekly tests and a comprehensive
final, and then treated as if these Were A single measure. Finally, the
indiVIdual student was inappropriately used as the unit of analysis.
How any instructor of an applied statistics course could-design or place
faith in such a study escapes me.

In the face of no significant differences, the author still proceeds
to draw 'Conclusions -- and in the direction of his apparent bias. It is

.

easily imaginable. that Method III (involving weekly tests) might have
produced a significantly higher average because of the heavy-influence of
immediate learning as compared to the other methods-which involved tests
covering' longer instructional periods. .0ne wonders how much-strongenhis
conviction might have been given significant differences in this direction.

. -

It is professionally embarrassing that a mathematics educator would
so misuse the. very.subject matter he is trying to teach. It isunfortunate
that.he would compound the error by attempting to publish such a misin-
terpretation and that the standarda of a professional journal would permit
him to do so.1/-
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TIM: EFFECT OF EMPHASIZING MATHEMA CAL STRUCTURE IN THE'ACQUISITION OF
WHOLE NUMBER COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS (ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION) BY SEVEN-
'AND EIGHT4EAR OLDS: A'CLINICAL INVESTIGATION. Uprichard, A. Edward;
Collura,_Carolyn. School Science and Mathematics, v77, n2, pp97-104,
February 1977.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by
William M. Fitzgerald, Michigan State University.

1. Purpose

To:determine the effect of emphasizing mathematical structure
the, acquisition of addition and subtraction skills with whole numbers
by seven-and eight-year-olds.

2. Rationale

,In the face of mounting charges of the failure of the "new mathlt
and pressure-to go "back to the basics", the authors attempted to
determine the effects of "meaningful and developmental" instruction
which, in this study, was operationally defined as mathematical struc-
ture. Specifically, this included (a) closure property for addition,
(b) commutative property of addition; (c) associative property for
addition, (d) identity element for addition, (e) inverse relationship
between addition and subtraction, and (f.) place value. The authors
cited previous research., to support the rationale for the study. -

3. Research°Design and Procedures

The experimental and control samples were selected from four groups
of seven- and dightvearrolds in.a middle class elementary school in
Tampa, Florida. Students were placed in these four sroups on the baais
of ability. All students in all four groups were adilnistered a
pretest measuring computational skills, place value, and number, concepts.
The eightloweat scoring students from each group were randomly assigned
to experimental and control groups making four experimental and four
control groups of four students each. Each experimental and-control
group received fifty minutes of extra ,mathematics instruction each week
for ten weeks.

The instruction in the .exWimental groups emphaSized mathematidal
structure. One-,example 'is prol4ded to illustrate how regrouping, the,
associative law, and place valudj were approached on the concrete, repre-
sentative, and abstract levels. The instruction in the control classes
consisted of drill-type activities.' Games involving'drill were emplOyed.

The same test was administered to all experimental and control group
students after 500 minutes'of instruction. The test was separated into
two parts; one part a computation score and the other a concepts score.
Analysis of covariance was used to analyze the data from thelihree scores
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(computation,'concepts, total) for each student using the pretest
as thetovariate.

. Findings

Significant-differences in all scores were found in- favor of-the
-experimental group_in three of the four. comparisons. These diffetences
were-significant at the .05 level, with some at the ,01. level.

5. Interpretations

We are reminded that the students in this study .were those who
scored lowest in their respective groups'. The authors suggest that one.
aspect of "new math", the emphasis on mathematical structure, needs to
beresearched further.

'Critical Commentary

The paper is concise and is written well. However, there are

questions which 'remain:

-(1) What was the nature of the teaching in the experimental and
control classes?

(2) WaS theextta'fifty minutes each week taught in one long
ession or several short sessions?

(3) What were the.affectiveresponses of seven- and eight-year-Olds

tothis treatment?

(4) Did-the same person do all the teaching?

.(5) The authors report that the regular mathematics instruction
,,was not,monitored, Might the regular classroqm teacher be
responsible for.the fact that, in one of the four groups, no
significant differences were found?
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MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHING: A gMALL -GROUP LABORATORY

APPROACH. Weissglass, Julian. American Mathematical Monthly, v84,

pp377-382, May 1977.'

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Especially'Prepared'fox,-I.M.E. by

John.G. Harvey, University of. Wisconsin-Madison.

1. Purpose

The purpose of this study was to compare the effects 7 upon

learning,of a small - group laboratory approach ana lecture approach
to the teaching of mathematics content to preservice:elementSry

school teachers.

2. Rationale

The experimenter and his colleagues had observed t at their

present ways of teaching mathematics content to preservicelelelentary

school teachers did not adequately help students to,underitand:

mathematics taught in elementary schools, to develop an awareness of

and ability in mathematical reasoning, to appreciate that mathematics

.can be interesting, exciting, and enjoyable, to discuss mathematical

concepts and problems with his/her peers, -and to be aware of the-

relationship of the mathematics being taught to that .taught 4n the

elementary school. In addition, it was o1perved that better pre-

pared and more able students were often udthallenged by the'se-

required courses-and that, consequently, they were uninterested in

them.

Based on the assumption6 that learning occurs when- students

"feel good" and that new information can.be.evaluated only when its

relationship to information already assimilated is understood,- the

experimenter developed a new 'approach to teaching ,the two one-quarter

courses required for elementary school teacher certification by his
University; the new approach is called the small -group laboratory

approach. To use this approach, students are arranged into groups

of four.or five; these groups sxe-randomly rearranged every two or

three weeks. Each laboratory period starts with an activity designed

to help students.know each other better and to help prepare them to

=learn within the Small group. Once the. Initial activity is completed,

the groups investigate Mathematical Concepts using manipulative

materials as often as possible, and study guides, prepared by the

.experimenter, which ask questioneropoSe problems to be. investigated,

give explanations, and occasionally:contain games. In addition,

-for this study, reading assignments from a textbook were given. The

experimenter avers that this approSth satisfies the assumptions he has

made about learning; in Particular;' hebelieves that the small-group

approach reduces fear, increases the communication if ideas, contra-

dicts feelings of inadequady,.arid.-Oves students more control over how.

they spend their,time while in class. -He also states that use of the

small-group approach permits the teacher to supply students with mathe-

58
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: Matical experiences that they hiWe- missed and which are necessary
for an understanding of more abstract concepts and that the use of
the manipulative materials facilitates. . ,

Research Design and Procedures

Two treatments were compared in this study: the.small-group
laboratory approach (SGLA) and a lecture approach (LA). Subjects
Were students enrolled in a two=quarter course, Mathematics for
Elementary Teaching,- at the University of California-Santa Barbara
during 1973-74. The number of subjects in'the SGLA treatment group
at the beginning of the treatment period was 76; the LA treatment
group-was originally composed of 100 students. The number of sub-
jects who took both the pre- and posttest was 49 in the SGLA group
and 53in'the LA group. 'The pretest was the ETS Mathematics Basic
Concepts Examination (STEP Series II, Form 1A), while Form 1B.of
that test was used as the posttest. The way of assigning subjects
to treatments was not described,.

The SGLA group received the treatment described for two quarters;
the LA group received an unspecified lecture treatmentInor the same

period of time. The SGLA group met one.hour each week for lectures r7
and three hours for laboratory; the number of holies the LA grouP' met

each-week was not described.

4. _Findings

The pre- and .posttest mean scores. of-the SGLA group were 459.12
and,464.92, respectively; those of theLA group, 460.77 and 464.28
respectively. The mev gain score for the SGLA group. was greater,
not significantly greiter,.than that of the LA group;,the method)of
comparing the gain scores was not described. The mean gains in both
groups represented- an increase from approXimately.the 53rd percentile

to the 63rd percentile. . H

.Because of the substantial attrition in both treatment groups,
the experimenter looked at the pretest mean and median scores of the

SGLA attrition, the SGLA treatment; the LA treatment, and the.LA
attrition groups; these scores increase slightly when the groups are
in the given order.. Finally, each class was divided. into thirds
'using the pretest scores, and the mean gain frompretest to posttest
was calculatored for each third within each class. The upper third in
the SGLA group gained slightly; the LA upper third declined slightly.
Both the middle third and the law, third gained in both clases. The

lower third gained, approximately seven .points'in each class; the
middle third gained nine points in the SGLA group, while that third
gained approximately five points in the LA group-. No statistical

analyses of these differences were reported.

C

...A

59
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. Interpretations

Based uponbthe lack of significant differences, between ihe mean
gains, the experimenter concluded that "the often expressed-Concern:
that the time Aeyoted to non-academic activities . have Y ddIe-

:terious effect on learning seems to be unfounded." Becaube-the
attrition_rate was smaller for the BMA/group than for :the Lk.group,
because there was little difference between those who remained in .

the treatment groups for two quarters and those who did notcNod
because the students in the upper third of each 'claSs'had
postest scores, it was concluded that these data "auggeat that the
small-group laboratory approbch maybe more succesSful than the ti

-lecture:method' in motivating those students with:m6remathemitical
knowledge, and skills without sacrificing the educAtiad OB the less
prepared student."

4 4

Critical Commentary. j
4 4;

.It is unfortunate at this study did trot have more-pos4.4ivb if ,,-
qttComes; improved- Way of teaching matheM44cs ', to ''Pr-lesrvice ''' :- '
elethenfary ' school .tekc erli are certainly needed:- In add -tiOn it,-.`"-
is -clebr; that the experimenter "spent 'a grtat., deal 'of time des1.04ng .. -,, .v

v . the,r1small-,grou,p- laboratory approach treatment and in using thaAtreatr
ment.2*: Thus': one wonders -why the expe,r'imenter did not; snend-morbytime ,, ,,

., In Considtgir in e t ins tr-ument s: iiihich _. He- migtt Ijiie.;. to assess the ,., , ;.:;,; :'

, OutdomesCof 14s trucidonai'akreatMenta.., H annOunceS:clear-ctit,f ,_.
instruct o 1 Koa why did litot he . develop 'and' itiTil inatr,umentwhIch -

,c- would det 1.,those go4s tereijmtby .etch instructional 4:
pr4tmentiynstea, of dminiqtOring atillchivezi4t inSWilmenty -- tz.

r:: itl' " '4 L
--, , ,,... Ajt -se .:i* .`' ' ''. Y' ' '-

. Sec fra,*the aithor seemb; o ha. e ,collectectdata f6r 'one 'reason
dheto -ge 03ed ii--t4 coirlwile somet .g. else. The achievement datat -2..
show.`. th t, t e is no, dffferentiai effect dtie . to treatment; but ilt'`
does seem p'oSSible, on the bbeith of that, 1,,', f:CI'c nCructe-'-' ;hat .-
there -a, eJlzio eleterioUs. effeceS. from :itorraCd ic,amtly tied. His '''''.

.,t
second .....ion, !..... db77-trattv: I1:!?ic:ipiate.---.: ,L:,-

''.
... .

.t.-: ..

,,
:.

it, ,,. Finally, 'the Paper '''bef rS..g.n that the techniques? to .anplyze ,
... , ;

,.,. the data arce, abserigi s, While the Americo Mathematical Monthly does note,
.': 114)/14.4.1.741<the. uSetot tat Sties itt,'re rcikrepots, it would have ,

,.,
been .appropriate: iiO rtclu e .a few bent ces. describing che- data-,-

'handling procedures.` ..,
' t'a

.44 d
..
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A'COMPARISON. OF TWO METHODS OF COLUMN ADDITION FOR PUPILS AT THREE

GRADEIEVELS. Wheatley, Grayson; McHugh,' Daniel 0. Journal for

,Research in Mathematics Education, v8 n5, pp376-378, November 1977.

.Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.R.E. by

Werner Liedtke, University of Victoria:

Purpo8e,

To determine the effects, as factors in column adding efficiency,
of two different methods: (a) Direct -- adding directly down; and
(b) Tens -- looking for combinations that add to ten.

2. Rationale

In terms of accuracy and speed, contradictory research results

exist-when the two methods, Direct (D) and Tens (T), are considered.

3. . Research Design and Procedures

Three grade levels (4, 7,'HS); three ability levels (high,' mediUm,

loW);and two two-part methods (D - T, Direct followed by Tens, and

T - D, Tens folloWed by Direct) were considered. A posttest was admin-

istered after the fout-day training on each part. The five-minute

pretest,and posttests consisted of 40 one- digit, seven addend columns..

4. Findings

Both treatment grobps (D T; T - D) improved,significantlY (p.< '.001)
from pretest to posttest I on the number of Correct solutions.- The sub-,

jects on sihe Direct method improved twice as'much as those trained .by the

Tens method. The D - T. group showed significant decrease'in the number .

of correct solutions from posttest.I to' posttest II, whereas the.T.-
:group showed a significant increase in.the number of correct solutions.

from.posttest I to'posttest II.

Other significant results reported include F-ratios,(p G .001). for

Treatment (M._. > PIL ), Ability (MR> > and Grade:(Mil > M7 > M4).
v-T - T-D

There,was significant Treatment X Ability interaction. (p. .05) resulting

from no treatment difference in means for the low ability group. 4

. Interpretations

Students of all ability levels were faster: using theTDirect method..

The differences were greater for'high ability and older subjects., No

differences were found for accuracy. Thus the advice of some eduCators,

to teach the Direct method because it is More,accurate, results tn using
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the right method for the wrong reason, whereas the advice to use the

4.
Tens method because, t is faster has no research support.

Critical Commentary

. The above study was included in the journal under the he'ading
BRIEF REPORTS. Perhapti research reports of this nature are'unsuitable
for inclusion under such a category. Any attempt to replicate the
investigation from what was reported would be unsuccessful. Too many
facts -are omitted; too many questions remain unanswered.

Some of the initial questions and reactions that arose while_
reading the report-include the following:

(1) How were decisions about ability levels made ? Was mathematical
reasoning, i.e., algorithmic thinking, considered?

(2) Why were HS-students included in the study? What was the
age/grade level for these subjects?

.

(3) The inclusion of,the word "single" in the title, the intro-
duction, and the discussion whenever the term column'addition
was used could be of valuable assistance to the reader. Inter-
pretation and/or generalization errors could perhaps be
avoided.

i-t3+

(4) What possible four-day training for dingle column addition
could be offeredat the HS-level, or even the grade 7. and
grade 4 levels? How long were the training sessions? What

were the main objectiVes/

(5) Why were seven addends used for each of the forty test ,items ?.
Were the addends randomly generated? '

(6) For the D -.T sequence, could it:be that the T-training
"interfered" with "previous knowledge? Could this account:
for the decrease in the number of correct solutions from
posttest I to posttest II?

It would be interesting to know how a D - D group, a T - T
group, or even a group without training would fare when compared
to the D - T and T - D groups.

(7)

(8) In the discussion, the statement that "students of all ability
and grade levels were faster using-the Direct method" was made.
How was this result. obtained? How was it determined whether
or not subjects used the D or T method as they found the
answers on the. tests?. Assuming that it is possible.to determine
which method .wasused, could not the extra .speed be a result
of the subjects' familiarity.With the procedure ?.
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(9). Statements made, in the report indicate that some researchers

1. and educators suggest that the D and the T methods aretwo
distinct "algorithmic" procedures. Is this really true?
.How familiar are teachers with this distinction? ShOuldn't
the T-method be considered as a "subset" of the D-method?

%

A10) how much transfer is there from single column addition to
,1

algorithms used for two or more columns ?., Would it be poss
to determine degr4s of similarity and/or differences in some
way for these types of problems?

./ The report, as such, contains no practical suggestions or answers
for's teacher who is about to undertake.thQ task of teaching single
col addition. [An article to appear.in the January 1978 issue of
the Arithmetic Teacher_ will address this concern. -- Editor's Note] Some

interesting problems cou10 perhaps be generated from this study by
.person interested in research;
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MATHEMATICS EDUCATION RESEARCH STUDIES REPORTED IN JOURNALS AS INDEXED BY
CURRENT INDEX TO JOURNALS IN EDUCATION

July - September 1978

EJ 174 933 Robitaille, David F. A,Comparison of Boys' and Girls'
Feelings of Self- Ccftifidence in Arithmetic Computation.
Canadian Journal of Education, v2 n2, pp15-22, 1977.

EJ 175 006 Kempa, R. F.; MkOligh, J, M. A Study of Attitudes
Towards MatheMatics in Relation to-Selected Student
Characteristics. British Journal of Educational Psychology,
v47 pt3, pp296-304, Nov1977.'

EJ 175 503 Norman, Ralph. 'Sex' Differences in Attitudes Toward
Arithmetic- Mathematics from Early Elementary to College

.
Levels.- Journal of Psychology, v97, pp247-56, Nov 1977.

E4 175 918 O'Dell, Jerry W. Statistics Students' Mathematical
Difficulties. Improving College and University Teaching,,
:v25 n3, pp157 -8, Summer 1977. .

EJ 176'052 Trehub;'Sandra E.; Abramovitch, Rona. Less Not.

More: Further Observations on Nonlinguistic Strategies.
Journal of Experimental Child Psychology, v25 nl, 1)1)160,7,
Feb 1978.

EJ 176 125 Saxe, Geoffrey B. A Developmental Analysis Of. Note-
tional Counting. Child Development, v48 n4, pp1512-20,
Dec 1977.

EJ 176 130 Pinard, Adiien; ChasseGilles., PseudocOnserAion
of the VolUme and Surface Area of a Solid Object. Child !,

Development, v48 n4, pp1559-66, Dec 1977.

9i

EJ 17,6.133 ',Field, Dorothy. The Importance of the Verbal Content
in the Training of Piagetian'Conservation Skills Field.
Child Development, v48 n4, pp1583 -92, Dec,

.EJ 176 139 .' Pipp, Sandra L.; Haith, Marshalja M.' Infant Visual

Scanning of Two- and Three-dimensional Forms, Child

Development,,.v48 n4, pp1640-4, Dec 1977.

EJ 176 230 Wheatley: Grayson H.; Wheatley, Charlotte L. How, Shall

We Teach '.doluMnoAddition? Some Evidence. Arithmetic
Teacher, v25'j1,4, pp18-9, Jan 1978.

1

gj. 176.286 Wood, Robert: Cable's,cOmparison Factor: Is-This

Where -Girls' Troubles Start? Mathemafics in Schdol,+

v6 n4\, pp18-21, Sep 1977.

EJ 176 321 Brinkworth, Peter. Exceptional Children and Mathe.

matics: Atecent Research. Australian Mathematics Teacher,

v33 n3 & 4, pp73-782, Jun-Aug 1977.
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EJ 176.614 Viernstein, Mary Cowan; And Others. The Personality
Correlates of Differential Verbal and Mathematical Ability
in Talented Adolescents. Journal of Youth and Adolescence,
v6 n2, p0.69-78, Jun 1977.

EJ 176 936 Schoen, Harold L. Research and Its Implications for.
Secondary School Mathematici Instruction Via Self-Pacing.c-
High School Journal, v61 n3, pp131 -40, Dec 1977.

EJ 177 970 Lowenthal, Werner; And Others. Correlation of Bio-
pharmaceutics Grade and Calculation 'Scores in Pharmacy
.School with Arithmetic Skills,,and Mathematical Reasoning
Subscores with the Pharmacy College Admission Test.' Journal
of Pharmaceutical Education, v42 nl, pp26-8, Feh19787-----

EJ 178 002 Sachdev, Sohindar. Mathematics Foundations and
Philosophy of Mathematics in Teacher Education. Improving
College And University Teaching, v25 n4, pp205-6, A 1977.

q

EJ 178 190 Robert, Michele; Charbonneau, Claude. . Extinction of
Liquid Conservation by Modeling:: Three Indicators of Its
Artificiality. Child Development, v49 nl, pp194-00, Mar'
1978.

EJ 178 191 Litrownik, Alan J.; And Others. Developmental Priority'
of Identity Conservation: Acceleration of Identity and
Equivalence in Normal and Moderately Retarded Children.
Child Development,-v49 nl, 141201-8, Mar 1978,

EJ 178 645 Sherman, Julia; Fennema, Elizabeth. The Study of ,

Mathematics by High School. l-Girls and Boys; Related
Variables. American Educational Research Journal, v14
n2, pp159768, Spring 1977.

EJ 178 754 Kraneri Robert E. The AcquisitioUlge of Quantitative
.

Concelit4 of Children from Three to Six Years Old. Journal
of Experimental Education, v46 n2, pp52-9, Winter 1978.,

EJ 179 606- Elgarten, Gerald H. Why-Johnny Can't Pass: An
Explainability Program. Journal of Educational Tech-
nology Systems, v6 n3, pg201-7, 1977 -1978.

EJ 179 633 Lesser, Harvey; And Others: The FerfOrmance of
Cyltural-Familial Retardates on COluieryation Tasks.
Journal of Genetic Psychology, v1322n.1 pp153-4, Mar 1978.

EJ 179 634 AisensOn, Neil. Fantasy:and Conservation Among Second

Grade Children. Journal of Genetic Psychology,. v132 nl,

pp155-6, Mar 1978.

EJ 179 788 Hunkler, Richard. The-Relationship Between a Sixth-
Grade Student's Ability to Predict Success in Solving
Computational and Statement Prob100 and His Mathematics
Achievement and Attitude. Schooltcience and Mathematics,
v77 n6, pp461-8, Oct 1977.



EJ 179 792 - .Gilbert,.Charles D. A Study of the Interrelationship
of Factors Affecting Sixth Grade Students inRespect to
Mathematics. School Science and Mathematics, v77 n6,
pp489-94, Oct 1977.

EJ"179 927 Beckmann, Milton W. Basic Competencies Twenty -Five
Years Ago, Ten Years Ago, and Now. Mathematics Teacher,
v71 n2, pp102-6, Feb 1978.

.EJ 179 943 Bishop; Alan. Is a Picture Worth a Thousand Words?
Mathematics 'reaching, n81, pp32-5, Dec 1977.

.EJ 180. 029 Kilpatrick,:Jeremy. Research on Problem Solving. in
Mathematics. School Science and Mathematics, v78 n3,
pp189-92, Mar 1978.

- EJ 180 054 Br
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a The.CollegeJames S. Theollege Board of Scholastic
Aptitude Test: An Overview of the Mathematidal Portion. )
Mathematics Teacher, v71 n3, pp168-180, Mar 1978.

.EJ 180 055 Ferguson, Richard L.; 8chmeiser, Cynthia B. The
Mathematics Usage Test of the Act Assessment-Programi_
An Overview of Its Purpose, Content, and Use. Mathematics
Teacher, v71 n3, pp182 .-91, Mar 1978.

C..

'EJ 180 079 Moyer, John C. TheRelationship Between the Mathe-
matical Structure of Euclidean Transformations and the
Spontaneously,Developed Cognitive Structures of Young
Childi.en. Journal for Research in Mathematic ucation,

v9 n2 83-92 Mar 1978., ,

irt

EJ 180 080 Barnett, Jeffrey C.; Eastman, Phillip M. e Use of
ManipulativeA4aterials and'Student. Perfortance in the
EnactiVe and Iconic Modes. Journal for Research in Mathe-
matics Education, v9 n2, pp94-102, Mar 1978.

EJ 180 081 Flit2m Roberta J. Comparison of Lecture andrr,
Laboratory Strategies in a Mathematics Course for Pros-
pective Elementary Teachers. Journal for Research in
Mathematics EducatiOn, v9 n2, pp103-17, Mar .1978:

EJ 180 082. Ginther, JoantR:, Pretraining Chicano Students Before
Administration of a Mathematics Predictor Test. Journal
for Research in Mathematics Education, v9 n2, pp118r25,
Mar 1978.

EJ 180 083 Sawada, Daiyo; Jarman, R. F. Information Matching
Within and Between Auditory and Visual Sense Modalities
and Mathematics Achievement. Journal for. Research in
Mathematics Education, v9 n2, pp126t36, Mar 1978.

EJ 18Q 084 Petrosko, Joseph M. The Quality of Standardizedardized High

School Mathematics Tests. Journal for Research in Mathe-
matics Education, v9 n2, pp137-48-Mat
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EJ 180 085, Brush, Lorelei R.; And Others, Children's Difficulties

on Quantitative Tasks: Are They Simply a Misunderstanding
of Relational Terms? Journal for Research in Mathematics
Education, v9 n2, pp149,51, Mar 1978.

EJ 180 086 Eadtman, Phillip M.; Salhab, Mohammed. Thb Interaction:
of Spatial Visualization and General Reasoning Abilities
with Instructional Treatment on Abso te Value Equations.

-Journal-for Research in Mathematics ucation, v9-n2,

pp152-4, Mar 1978.

EJ 180 087
o

Price, Gary)G.; Carpenter, Thomas P. Review. Journal

for Research in Mathematics Education, v9 n2,:pp155-60, Mar
1978.

EJ 180 114- Flener, Frederick O. Reflections on a-Problem Solving

Study. International Journallof Mathematical Education in
Science and Technology,' v9. n1,-pp9-13, Feb 1978.

7

EJ 180 116' Reed, Martin; Wainmani-Harry. Language Competence

in Mathematics. International Journal of Mathematical
Education in Science and Technology, v9 nl, pp31-3, Feb 1978.

EJ 180 492. Michaels, Linda A.; Forsyth, Robert A. Construction
and'Validation of an Instrument Measuring Certain Attitudes
Toward Mathematics. Educational and Psychological Measure-
ment, v37 n4; pp1043-9, Winter 1977. .

EJ 180 559 Ginsburg, Herbert. yoorChiidren, African Mathematics,
and the Problem of Schooling. Eacational Research Quarterly,
v2 n4, .pp26-44, Winter 1978.
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MATHEMATICS EDUCATION RESEARCH STUDIES REPORTED IN RESOURCES IN EDUCATION
July - September 1978:

ED 151 087 Johnson, Lynne M.; Garcia2Quintana,'Roan A. South
Carolina First Grade Pilot Protect 1976-77: The Effects
of Class Size on Reading and Mathematics Achievement.
112p. M7 and HC available frOm EDRS.

Ya

ED 151 088 Johnson, .Lynne M.; Garcia- Quintana, Roan A. South
Carolina First Grade Pilot Project 1976-77: The Effects
of Class Size on Reading and Mathematics Achievement
Summary. 24p. MF and HC avail -able from EDRS.

ED 151 166 Orr; David B.4 And Others; A Study of Non-Applicants
and Other Segments of the Secondary School Science and
Mathematics Teacher Population, Preliminary Findings. 114p.
MF and HC available from EDRS.

ED 151 167 TatsUoka, Maurice M.;. Easley, J. A" Jr of
UICSM vs. "Traditional" Algebra Classes on Coop. Algebra Test
Scores. University of Illinois Committee on School Mathe-
matics (UICSM) Research Report No 1. 28p.!MF'available
from EDRS.. HC not available fromDRS. Y

ED 151 168 Ikeda, Hiroshi. A Factorial Study of the Relationships
Between Teacher-Held Obliectives.and Student Performance in
UICSM High School Mathematics. University of Illinois

.

Committee on School Mathematics (UICSM) Research Report No.
10. 203p. MF available. from EDRS. HC not available.from
EDRS.

ED 151,173 The NSF Summer Institutes of 195*5: Forty -one Particir-

pants Express Their Views a Year Later. Volume II, Series of
Summer Institute Evaluation Studies Prepared for the National
Science Foundation. 26p. Document not available'from EDRS.

ED 151 174 The NSF Summer Institutes of 1955: An Evaluation Based
on Questionnaires Administered Before and After the Insti-
tutes. 101p. Document not available from EDRS.

ED 151 175 The NSF Summer Institutes of 1956: How 1100 Partici-
pants Responded to a Questionnaire. A Statistical Summary

*-r and a Few Comments. Volume III, Series of Summer Institute
'Evaluation Studies Prepared for.the National Science Founda-

. tion. 49p. Document. not available from EDRS-.

ED 151 176 The NSF Summer Institute Program: A Follow-up of 19.57
Institute Participants. Volume IV, Series of Summer
Institute Evaluation Studies, Part I, Report, and Interview
Schedules. 134p. Document not availableNtrom EDRS.

ED 151 177 The NSF Summer Institute Program:. A Follow-up of 1957
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tute Evaluation Studies, Part ,II, Appendix Tables. 280p.
Document not available from EDRS.
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ED 151 179 Rossiopf, Myron F., Ed. ; ;- Children's Mathematical Concepts:
'Six Piagetian Studies in Mathematics Education. 214p. Docu-
amnt not available from EDRS.

ED 151 183 Developmental Approaches to the Teaching.of Science
and Mathematics. Case Studies Report 72p. MF available
from EDRS. HC not available from EDRS..

ED 151 198 Osborne, Alan R., Ed. Investigations in Mathematics
Education., Vol. 10, No. 4. 72p. MF and HC available from
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for-Perceptual Handic4s, Problems l -3. 287p. MF and HC
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ED' 151 366 Collet, LeVerne S. FEHR-PRACTICUM: Information Bank
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